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Inaugural Address
HON, CHARLES P. BERRY, MAYOR.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
In accordance with the city charter we have met here today
to organize the city government for the ensuing year.
Under the oaths we have just taken we liave obligated our-
selves to a faithful performance of all the requirements to the
establishment of such a government as shall be for the best
interests of the whole city, both for the present as well as the
future, and I trust we shall perfoim the various duties incum-
bent upon us to the best of our ability, ever remembering, as
practical men, that in public service, as in private business, the
chief aim should be to see that at all limes we get value re-
ceived.
In conformity to the custom of my predecessors on the oc-
casion of inaugural ceremonies, I take this opportunit}' of
calling your attention to some matters that are likely to come
before you during the present year of municipal government.
Although I have the advantage of two years of sfn'vi<'e as a
member of the board of aldermen, I feel now that, in this new
capacity, I shall be obliged to rely upon the belter judgment of
the members of this board on many matters that will demand
my attention, and I trust that such recommendations as 1 may
from lime to time make, will be such as to merit your approval
;
and that I shall have your hearty support in all matters per-
taining to the conduct of city business.
Our city is now in a prosperous condition. Our citizens find
profitable employment at home, and are generally happy and
contented. Our real estate owners find ready occupants for
tiieir houses, and in many instances our people are building for
themselves new and comfortable homes, in view of brighter
prospects and the continued well Ijeing of the entire communi-
ty. The inducements to such prosperity come iu a measure
from the fact that our city affairs are honestly and carefully
coDtUicted. It is therefore our duty to be faithful to the trusts
committed to our care, that we may be worthy of, and continue
in the confidence of our constituents.
FINANCES.
The matter of incurring indebtedness and raising funds nec-
essary to meet current city expenses is of first impoitance, for
upon it depends the successful carrying out of all the plans for
the welfare of the city. If we desire to induce people to take
up their residences here, we must show them that our finances
are well managed and that the rate of taxation is ido higher
than in other cities affording equal advantages. And our citi-
zens already here will be discontented and justly complain
when they see financial matters adopted by those acting for the
city, which caieful and prudent meu would not follow in their
own private business.
The fact that tlie credit of our city is exceptionally high
among the cities of this country, and that our bonds bearing a
low rate of interest have sold the past year at a considerable
premium, is of course very gratifying to every good citizen, but
it should not serve to make us any the less watchful over the
treasury, or any more ready to vote away money not actually
needed for the legitimate purposes of a municipality.
If you all act in the affairs of the city with the care and good
judgment which characterizes the conduct of your private busi-
ness, I am sure that when, at the close of the year for which
we have been elected, we retire from oflHce, we shall leave the
finances and credit of the city in the same good condition in
which we find them today.
Not including the bonds issued to purchase aud construct the
new water works, and the bonds issued to pay for the stock
owned by the city in the Portsmouth & Dover railroad, the
bonded indebtedness of the city amounts to $184,500, all bear-
ing interest at four per cent. Of this amount $2,000 fall due
on the first day of April next, for the payment of which it will
be our duty to provide.
The floating debt of the city amounts to $35,000, and in ad-
dition to this, the county tax of $23,o36.9o for the year has
not been paid. It is true that we shall have money coming in
for taxes, and we have some money on deposit in the bank, but
these amounts will be required for payment of current ex-
penses.
If it is to be necessary for the city to continue each year to
l)orrow any consideral)le amount of money in advance of [)ay-
meut of the taxes, aud it is not deemed wise 1o increase the
rate of the taxes, in order to pay these loans and furnish suf-
ficient funds in addition for managing the city affairs to the end
of each fiscal year, the question as to what is best to be done
ought now to be settled by you instead of being postponed to
another year and putting tlie responsibility upon the next city
government which in turn will put it upon the next.
Tlie total amount of the debt, whether represented b}' long
term bonds or by short time notes, or by both, will be the
same. If long term bonds at four per cent, interest will sell at
a premium, and short notes must bear six per cent, intesest it
would seem possible to save a large amount in interest by fund-
ing the floating debt, even though it would cause an apparent
increase in the indebtedness.
I commend the subject to your careful attention.
The "water bonds" amount to $310,000, and the interest
upon them is paid bj' the board of water commissioners.
The bonds issued to pay for the stock in the Portsmouth &
Dover railroad now outstanding amount to $173,000, of which
§160.000 bear interest at the rate of four per cent., and $13,-
000 due in 1897 bear int. at the rate of six per cent. The
payment of the int. of these bonds is more than provided for
by the six per cent, dividends upon 1,720 shares of stock in
the railroad, which are now held by the city, and which are of
greater value than the indebtedness outstanding on their ac-
count.
Besides this stock the city has the sum of $23,724.29 in cash,
realized from sales of stock, which amount is applicable to the
redemption of these bonds.
All further information you may desire upon this subject will
be found in the account of the receipts and expenditures of the
city for the past year, which has been published and distributed
in the "city book."
THE STUEET DEPARTMENT.
The department of streets is one of the most expensive and
perhaps the most difficult to provide for to the satisfaction of
officials of the cit}- government as well as the citizens gener-
ally.
There is a great diversity' of opinion as to what are proper,
and what improper expenditures in this department. They are
nearly as numerous as the number of our inhabitants.
Although large sums of money are annuall}- spent on our
thoroughfares, they are not in such a condition as is desirable.
This is no doubt in a measure due to the fact that all streets
have been and are still being opened up for the laying of the
new water and gas mains.
When this work is completed it will be necessary to spend
considerable time and money upon them. While a portion of
the money charged to streets is expended for other purposes
the amount seems very large for the amount of work done, and
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I believe there is opportunitv for making the appropriation go
farther than it does.
In my opinion there should be a decided change in the con-
duct of this department that we may get the most for our
money.
The present street commissioner has been an able super-
visor of the work he has been directed to perform, but has been
handicapped many times by outs^ide interference which has
had a demoralizing effect upon this work, and the men em-
ployed (o aid him. It has been the custom for many years
past for individual members of tlie citj' councils to dictate
when the .work of this department shall be performed and who
shall be employed. The result is, that if much of the tax-
payers' money has not been absolutely wasted it has been ex-
travagantly expended. It is my candid belief that much more
efficient work can be done, and at a less expense, if this prac-
tice is discontinued. I therefore feel it my duty to our citizens
to recommend that steps be at once taken to place the employ-
ment of laborers for the street dei)artment beyond the dictation
of individual members of the city government. Such action of
ours will, I am sure, meet with the hearty approval of all tax-
payers.
CITY SCHOOLS.
The schools of our city are in a condition that ever}- citizen
in Portsmouth may well be proud of, and will compare favor-
ably with the schools in any of the other New England cities.
Although the annual expenditures for school purposes amount
to more than .^30,000, I am of the opinion that the money has
been generally judiciously expended under the direction of the
members of the school board.
The school buildings are now, most of them, in excellent
order, and well calculated to accommodate the scholars in such
sections of the city as they are located. The board of educa-
tion think that the recent growth of our city demands, in some
portions of it, more room.
My predecessor in office recommended some changes and
repairs in different sections of the city calculated to give bet-
ter accommodations at the South and West ends. I d 'sire to
call attention and to recommend an early study of the situation.
Some months ago the board of aldermen discussed at some
length the question of repairs upon the Cabot street school
buildings, but arrived at no final decision. This project should
again be carefully considered. I am of the same opinion now
as then, that if that building can be put in suitable condition
for a sum not exceeding ^3,000 that it would be the wisest
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course to pursue and would serve the city well for some years,
thereby saving a much larger expense.
A liberal expenditure for suitable school buildings should
not be regarded as extravagant. School edifices are lasting
memorials to those who provide for their erection. They will
prove of lasting benefit not only to our children but to our
children's children. It is therefore wise as well as economical
when providing for the present, to think of the future.
SEAVEKS AND DRAINAGE.
The question of drainage is of vital importance and is one
which we shall soon be called to discuss and act upon. A good
system of drainage has much to do with the comfort, and is
conducive to the good health of our citizens. At present the
system of sewers in our city is crude indeed, and it seems to
me to have been the object of inexcusable neglect.
Modern sanitary arrangements and the coming use of high
service water pipes will make it absolutely necessary to make
radical changes and extensions to the present lines of sewer in
our city.
The northern side of the city is well provided with a main
line by the north pond sewer. The south pond, though per-
haps not so disagreeable to our citizens as was the north pond
before the construction of the new sewer there, is in a bad con-
dition and must be taken care of in a similar manner. It will
be necessary to lay sewers in the streets where they are not
adequate. It has been the custom in years past to lay sewers
promiscuously, wholly disregarding future needs or effort
.toward a systemized plan. Were the drains of our city uncov-
ered, ihey would, no doubt, be found running across lots, and
forming a most intricate tangle, the unraveling of which would
puzzle the shrewdest of engineers.
I believe that all lines of sewer should be laid on public prop-
erty, and that no person should be allowed to construct any
sewer or portion of the same without first obtaining a permit
from the proper authorities. It should also be the dut}' of some
duly authorized person to see that such permits when granted
are in compliance with some well considered plan, and that all
details are carried out in accordance with rules laid down by
the cit}' government. I would also here call your attention and
ask for your consideration of the state law which makes it nec-
essary for real estate owners in all thickly settled portions of
the city to provide a proper and suitable drain to the public
sewer, whenever there shall be one within 100 feet of their
building ; an early consideration of this question is therefore
recommended.
1^
I am of the opinion that we should employ- a competent en-
gineer to make a plan for our use ; and at the proper time the
issue of bonds to a sufficient amount to cover the cost of con-
struction of such sewers as it is found absolutely necessary to
lay, more especially the main one required at south pond.
THE WATER AVORKS.
The work on the new water system is rapidly approaching
com[)letion. The main lines of pipe have, I believe, all been
laid, and the work of making house connections is progressing
favorably and the old system will cease to be operated at an
early date.
The water commissioners have, I believe, acted upon what
seemed to be the most feasible plan for completing this work ;
and have been as careful of charges as the circumstances would
allow.
Generally our citizens are satisfied that the improved facili-
ties for obtaining water, and the increased volume of it will
more than offset the expense attending the acquirement of the
new service.
THE CITY FARM.
The city farm is much larger than the needs of the present
occupants demand, and, as was the case a year ago. there is a
demand for house lots in that section of the city, I therefore
recommend the division of some portion of it into house lots
and the sale of the same.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The fire department of the city remains in the same condition
as in past years. The apparatus is kept in good order, and the
firemen are prompt and efficient.
There is some discussion in relation to certain changes that
may be made to advantage now that the new fire hydrants are
ready fgr use. I am not at this time prepared to ofler an
opinion as to just what these changes should be. but would ask
you to give the matter your attention, as the efficiency of this
department is a matter of great importance to the city; and if
one or more steam fire engines can be dispensed with, and hose
wagons substituted in their places to advantage, it is apparent
that economy demands such action on our part.
The police force of last year fulfilled the various duties of
that department, and I have no recommendations to make in
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regard to it. There has been no serious trouble to demand
the attention of the force. The general good order of our citi-
zens is commendable and speaks well for the character of the
community. Our police have offered all the protection re-
quired and I believe this branch of the city government has
been etliciently managed during the past year.
THE STREET LIGHTS.
The city is now very well lighted by gas and electricity fur-
nished by the Portsmouth Gas Light company. A large num-
ber of arcs and some incandescent lights are maintained, and
all sections of the city seem to be well provided for in this re-
spect. If I were to make any suggestion in regard to street
lighting I should say that the lights should be kept burning
until daylight rather than until one o'clock as at present.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Such work as is usually performed by the officers of the
board of health has not in past 3'ears been considered of such
importance as to warrant the expenditure of much time or
money, and has therefore been the object of too much neglect.
I believe that this department is deserving of more attention.
It is especially important that the more densely populated por-
tions of our city should be wat<;hed by the persons who are
selected as health officers, that disease breeding filth may not
accumulate.
There have been cases where nuisances have been allowed in
places where they are most dangerous, and without prompt
execution on the part of the proper officials, might have done
great harm. I am informed by the chairman of the board of
health that much that might have been done in past years, has
been impossible on account of the lack of funds, and I would
suggest that you consider the question, whether it would not
be wise to increase this appropiiation somewhat, thereby pro-
moting the efficiency of this department.
IN CONCLUSION.
I would say that there are various improvements apparent to
us all, that might be made about the city, but as it is necessaiy
for us to be careful in expending the limited appropriations we
have, it would not be profitable to refer to them at this time.
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We should at all times be impressed with the importance of
the trusts submitted to our care. Our cit}' is growing in size
and prosperity and we must do what we can to aid in a strong
and healthy growth.
Those who have placed us in our official positions will ex-
pect us to exercise the best of judgment in making appropria-
tions, and will be close observers to see that the same are ex-
pended with economy.
Let us so fulfill the duties we have this day assumed that we
may reflect credit upon ourselves, and assist in maintaining the
good name of our beautiful city.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
UNDEU THE SUPERVISTON OF THE
Board of Mayor and Aldermen,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1893.
EXPENDITURES.
State Tax.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasurer $24,125 00
Comity Tax.
Paid A. L. Emerson, County Treasurer 23,336 93
Public Library-
Paid C. A. Ilazlett, Treasurer 1,500 00
Interest.
Paid Coupons, City Bonds $7,2G0 00
Paid Interest on tempoiary loan 3,332 62
Paid Interest on Jones Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on DeMerritt Fund 30 00
Paid Interest on Haven Fund 83 40
Paid Interest on Austin Fund 26 70
Paid Interest on Toppan Fund 18 00
10,780 72
Less received interest on deposits 581 65
Less received interest on taxes 85 88









American Live Stock Ins. Co., insnrancc $97 62
Henry Atwell, labor GOO
George H. Bailey, veterinary services 43 75
Frank P. Banks^ labor ' 6 00
James Barrett, labor 6 00
David Barry, labor 6 00
Howard Berry, labor 5 00
Thomas Brooks, labor 5 50
J. H. Brongliton, lumber 14 35
John Buckley, labor 14 00
Patrick Buckley, labor 7 50
T. E. Call & Sou, lumber, &c. 249 42
Benj. F. Canney, teaming 3 50
James Carey, labor 6 00
John Carey, labor 6 00
Frank Caswell, labor 5 00
George B. Chadwick, forcite, «&c. 42 80
D. and C. P. Chesley, flagging 366 30
City Farm, hay " 116 20
Henry W. Clapp, fountain 125 00
Charles H. Clark, carrots 60
Charles R. Clough, labor 17 25
James Coakley, labor 4
Michael Coakley, labor 4
F. B. Coleman, medicine 2 75
Concord Foundry Co., traps and grates 121 84
C. & M. Railroad, freight ' 4
Nathaniel Danielson, labor 6
¥. W. deRochemont, hay and straw 91 27
William Dixon, hay 19 40
George B. Donaldson, labor 6 00
P'rank Donnelly, labor 6 00
William W. Dow, labor 6 00
A. H. Diake, hay 113 59
James T. Ell wood, labor 19 50
Walter C. P:mery, labor 19 00
William Falvey, labor 6 00
F. P. Folsom, labor 5 00






Harry J. Freeman, sboats, &c. 13 50
George B. French, flannel, linen, &c. 6 4-7
Fred II. Fuller, labcr 6 00
Wni. P. Gardner, labor 30 75
Charles A. Garland, damage to team 15 00
G. J. Greenleaf, blacksmith work 40 35
Albert E. Grover, plants, &c. 12 00
Geo. W. Hanscom, labor 6 00
John Hartnett, labor 12 50
John Haves, labor 15 00
Michael Floffman, labor 6 00
C. N. Holmes, sharpening tools 12 20
J. R. Holmes, use of horse 100 00
A. H. Jenness, sharpening tools 2 00
Samuel Jones, labor 5 50
Patrick Kane, labor 1 00
Daniel Kelleher, labor 1 00
Christopher Killenbeck, labor 6 00
John Laighton, liniment 75
Charles C. Lampre}', hay 48 10
Nathaniel H. Lear, labor 4 00
Jeremiah Locke, labor 2 00
Henrv Lvttle, labor 1 00
John'F.Marden, labor 9 00
George S. Marshall, labor 2 00
Daniel Mason, lumber, labor, &c. 58 29
W. G. Mason, labor 10 00
John Mayers, labor 1 00
Patrick McCarthy, labor 4 00
Miller and Furber, labor, piping, &c. 85 30
Simon H. INIills, jigger, iron work, &c. 44 75
John S. Moulton, hay 16 50
F. W. Muchmore, labor 5 00
Cornelius Murphy, labor 7 00
Joseph D. Norton, labor 4 00
Thomas D. Norton, labor 6 00
Michael Nugent, labor 2 00
AVilliam H. "Nutter, labor 7 75
Edward O'Hare, labor 14 00
Everett Odiorne, hay 66 80
John Parkins, grain 16 00
W. E. Paul, shovels, lanterns, e^c. 9 90
Charles J. Peckham, labor 5 00
Est. J. W. Peirce, rent of land 100 00
Pendexter and Marden, labor 1 00
Joseph Pettigrew, hip rubbers 4 00
George A. Philbrick, paving stone 147 75
S. Philbrick & Co., labor 1 40
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William Phinney, labor 11 00
Povtsmoath G?s Light Co., lighting 106 11
Foi-t-JiiioutJi ixvx'm & Grocery Co., grain, &c. 448 85
A. P. Preston, prescription
Pulsifer Chemical Co., liniment
Charles Remick, hay
Rider & Cotton, wheelbarrows, shovels, &c.
F. S. Roberts, labor
Albert Rowe, labor
James Salter, coal and wood
F. H. Seavey, hay
Richard Seeley, use of land
IraC. Seymour, horse shoeing,iron work. &c.
E. F. Sise & Co., salt
Edward Small, labor
Albert J. Smith, labor
Andrew Smith, labor
Smith & Gould, lotion
Plummer Spinney, labor
J. W. Sullivan, labor
John Thyng, labor
John S. Tilton, supplies, repairs, &c.
George A. Trafton, sharpening tools, iron
work, &c.
A. F. Trefethen, labor
William Ward & Sons, barrels
J. F. Watkius, labor
A. P. Wendell & Co., supplies, hardware, &c. 202 24
William H. Wilson, hay 40 85
George Wright, labor 11 75




Rufus Adams, labor $20 00
Arthur Bates, labor 28 50
Jasper Boss, labor 21 00
Frank Brown, labor 68 00
T. E. Call & Son, lumber 8 87
Frank Carkin, labor 84 50
Sidney Carroll, labor 58 50
Addison Carroll, labor 69 50
William Carr, labor 6 00
Charles Carty, labor 2 00
Hiram Chase, labor 75 50
E. W. Clough, labor 4 00
George Clongh, labor 15 00
Charles Collins, labor 8 00
Peter Collins, labor 14 00
James W. Coleman, labor 11 25
John Daley, labor 17 00
Arthur W. Dennett, labor 9 00
Henry L. Dennett, labor 1 00
William H. Dennett, labor 10 20
Henry Dickerson, labor 29 00
Oscar L. Dorr, labor 2 00
W. Irving Drake, labor 179 14
Joseph T. Elliott, labor 18 50
Joseph T. Elliott, Jr., labor 26 50
Alfred Elwyn, labor 102 75
Martin Fienan, labor 43 50
Clarence Foss, labor 2 00
Dyer Foss, labor ^ 51 00
J. H. Foss, labor 28 00
Charles P. Foster, labor 18 00
Charles A. Garland, labor 346 50
Frank Garland, labor 79 75
Frank F. Godfrey, labor 43 25
George P:. Gove,' labor 311 05
George W. W. Gove, labor 129 87
Wallace H. Gove, labor 21 50
Henry E. Gray, labor 59 00
Horace W. Gray, labor 79 62
John T. Gray, labor 33 00
M. J. Griffin, labor 150 49
Benjamin O. Ham, labor 30 75
Fred L. Ham, labor 39 88
Joseph O. Ham, labor 64 25
Robert Ham, labor 8 00
Samuel Hanscom, labor 43 50
John W /Hatch, labor 3 00
^0
Charles H. Haves, labor 26 00
John Hett, labor 43 50
Charles E. Hodgclon, labor 10 00
John Hodgdon, labor 56 00
Joseph R. Holmes, labor 90 99
W. J. Holmes, labor 39 00
George M. Huntress, labor 19 00
Mrs. Edmund James, labor G 00
Walter James, labor 36 75
Mark Jenkins, labor 17 00
John Johnson, labor 29 75
Patrick Keating, labor 10 00
Warren Keen, labor 66 50
Edward Kennison, labor 46 50
Frank Keves, labor 21 00
Charles T. Lang, labor 18 00
Samuel Langdon, labor 18 75
B. Stowe Laskey, labor 64 25
Michael Leary, labor 82 50
George Mace", labor 31 00
Patrick Mahoney, labor 33 13
Charles Main, labor 33 00
F. E. H. Marden, labor 8 00
Frank A. Marden, labor 20 25
Freeman H. Marden, labor 30 00
J. C. Marden, labor 24 50
A. W. Marston, labor 11 00
George F. Marston, labor 4 50
Harrv Mason, labor 9 00
Daniel Mason, labor 109 80
Ira Mason, labor 28 00
W. G. Mason, labor 40 50
James McGrath, labor 67 50
Michael McNaltv, labor 6 50
Charles H. Miller, labor 42 25
Levi Moulton, labor 58 50
John Muchmore, labor 60 00
George A. Murray, labor 24 25
Eben S. Odiorne," labor 46 00
Charles H. Otis, labor 51 50
Horace Pearson, labor 2 Oi)
Gee Pickering, labor 23 50
Albert Pray, labor 87 25
Mayhew Pray, labor 81 25
Jerry Quill, labor 35 50
Alonzo Rand, labor 1 00
Cyrus H. Rand, labor 5 00
Edward Rand, labor 21 00
^1
E. H. Rand, labor
F. P. Rand, labor
Heirs J. G. Rand, labor
J. S. Rand, labor
Wendell Rand, labor
W. E. Rand, labor
Rider & Cotton, hardware, &e.
8. A. Scluuman, labor
Daniel J. Scolt, labor
Frank 8eavey, labor
Han&on W. Seavey, labor
Ira C. Se^'mour, iron work
William Shannon, labor
Joseph O. Shaw, labor
Dennis Shea, labor
Patrick D. Shea, labor
Albert Shedd, labor
Andrew Sherburne, labor
F. G. Sherburne, labor
A. J. Sides, labor
Manuel Silver, labor
L. E. Smith, labor
Edward Smith, labor
Mrs. Daniel Spinney, labor
T. F. Stackpole, labor
D. N. Stoddard, labor
Joseph Stoddard, labor




John S, Tuckerman, labor




Nathaniel E. Winn, labor
E. H. Winchester, labor
School Houses.
William G. Billings, doors, mouldings, &c
B. & M. Railroad, freight
J. H. Broughton, lumber
T. E. Call &Son, lumber
G. B. Chadwick, labor, repairs, &c
Charles R. Clough, labor
172
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E. D. Coffin & Co., painting
James M. Coleman, labor
J. Warren Davis, clocks, repairing, &c.
Drowne & Morton, flags
William Falvey, labor
George B. French, carpets
Portsmouth Furniture Co., furniture
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
T. J. Goodwin, labor
Horace W. Gray, labor
M. J. Griffin, filling, grading, labor, &c.
Charles E. Grover, mason work
Henry C. Grover, painting, setting glass
Frank V. Hanscora, labor
George Hayes, mason work
George Holland, labor
Henry Holbrook, labor on boiler
Charles A. Hoyt, painting
George Humphrej's, labor
J. H. Hutchinson, clock
B. Stowe Laskey, labor
Daniel Littlefield, pipe
Daniel McDonald, labor
Herbert A. Marden,labor,carpenter work,&c. 253 18
C. L. W. Marston, labor
Thomas McCue, teams
John Parnham, labor
Henry S. Paul, plans, &c.
W. E. Paul, supplies and labor
Pendexter & Marden, carpenter work
Pettigrew & Cox, painting, &c.
S. Philbrick & Co., granite curbing
R. W. Phinney,teams and labor,grading, &c. 146 50
William Phinney, labor
Charles Pinder, labor
C. I. Pinkham, teaming, furniture, &c.
Pryor & Matthews, latrine, plumbing, &c.
Daily p]veuing Post, advertising
John Quinn, labor
Edwin A. Kand, labor
Rider & Cotton, hods, &c.
L. E. Scruton, plans, &c.
Ira C. Seymour, iron work
W. G. Smart, labor
Smead Warming & Ventilating Co. , linings, &c. 38 08
Edward Smith, labor 10 00
John Stover, labor 67 00
John P. Sweetser, plumbing 1 30
36
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Times Publishing Co., advertising 11 74
George A. Trafton, iron work 2 90
A. B. Trefetlien. mason worlc 15 50
George H. Tripp, painting, &c. 49 50
George W. Walsh, labor 6 00
John H. Wells, plumbing, piping, labor, &c. 272 25
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware, &c. 232 71
Winchester Furniture Co., school furniture 208 80
$2780 23
Less received for old lead 39 13
$2,741 10
Fire Department.
Pay roll Assistant Engineers $375 00
Pay roll Hook & Ladder Co., No. 1 821 79
Pay roll Steamer Co. No. 2 836 67
Pay roll Steamer Co. No. 3 850 00
Pav roll Steamer Co. No. 4 840 00
Pay roll Chemical Co. No. 5 330 00
Payroll Engineers, Firemen and Drivers 1010 00
Pay roll Supply W^agon Co. 188 32
Pay roll washing hose, &c. 52 50
Pay roll extra services watching, &c. 181 00
Pay roll cleaning reservoirs 37 20
Am. Live Stock Ins. Co., insurance 36 60
R. H. Beacham & Son, team 6 00
B. &M. Railroad, freight 4 68
C. Vj. Boynton, chemicals 6 06
A. K. Brown, hauling engines, &c. 122 00
T. E. Call & Son, lumber 131 45
B. F. Canney, teaming 5 50
G. B. Chadwick. labor repairing apparatus 75 77
E. D. Coffin & Co., painting 2 10
C. H. Colbath, use of team 1 00
Charles H. Colson, labor 9 00
Conant Rubber Co., valves 9 6,0
Fred S. Dame, hay 10 17
George H. Dennett, watching at fire 2 00
Drowne & Morton, duck 1 70
George W. Foote, labor 44 40
George B. French, cotton cloth, &c. 6 66
N. E. Gamewell Co., fire alarm boxes and
supplies 474 04
W, P. Gardner, ringing bell 8 00
Mercer Goodrich, stationery 55
J. W. Goodwin, refreshments for baud, &c. 35 00
24
M. J. Griffin, grading and repairing reser-
voir
Albert PI Grover, services as fireman
Oliver VV. Ham, hay and straw
P. H. Hanscom, repairing Hook & Ladder
truck, &c.
Hett Bros., lianling engine, &c.
C. T. Hollovvay, chemicals
William Horn, repairing coats, &c.
Charles A. Hoyt, labor
Eugene S. Hoyt, services as driver
Willia.n Hudson, setting fire alarm poles
J. H. Hutchinson, repairing clock
George N. Jones, labor
Kearsarge Flute & Drum Band, music fur-
nished
John Laighton, silicon
John H. Lawry, labor
Cornelius Luc}', labor
C. J. Lydston, services as driver
Maddock & Moore, supplies
Manchester Locomotive Works, repairs
Herbert A. Marden, labor
Daniel Mason, timber for reservoir, etc.
Thomas McCue, teams
R. M. McDonough, labor
Stacy G. Moran, extra services, labor, &c
Newton Bros. & Co., supplies
John O'Neil, labor
Frank E. Osgood, services
Painchaud's Tst Regt. Band, music furnished 121
W. E, Paul, labor and supplies
D. P. Pendexter, carpenter work
Pendexter & Marden, carpenter work
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal and wood
S. Philbrick & Co., labor and material on
reservoir
W. H. Phinney, services as steward, &c.
Willis F. Pinder, services as steward
Portsmouth Coal Pockets, coal
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas and elec-
tric light
Portsmouth Grain & Grocery Co., grain
Andrew P. Prtston, prescriptions for horses
James Quinn, labor
John Quinn, labor
Revere Rubber Co., pipes, nozzles, &c.
Rider & Cotton, paints, hardware, &c.
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James M. Saltor, coal and wooil
W. J. Sampson & Co., painting-
Ira C. Seymour, iron work
Solomon Seymour, ringing boll
E. F.Sise & Co., salt
Albert Shedd, labor
George H. Smar , labor
Smith & Piper, labor
H. R. Stoddard & Sou, teams and hauhng
engines
N. E. Stover, wood
John P. Sweetser, repairing lantern
John S. Tilton, repairing harnesses, &c.
Times Publishing Co., printng
W. I. Trafton, snpt. fire alarm and extra
labor
George A. Trafton, labor
A. B. Trefethen, labor
Wallace Trefethen, labor
J. S. Tuckermau, setting fire alarm poles
J. H. Wells, labor supplies, also clambake
furnished Firemen's parade annual 225 03
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware supplies, &c. 80 48
J. S. Wendell, Jr., labor J> ^^




H. C. Grover, painting 58 72
J. Howard Grover, painting 27 90
George Hayes, mason worii 2 oO
August Hett, labor 15 00
Charles A. Hoyt, setting glass 2 50
B. JStowe Laskey, carpenter work 106 26
Albion LiLtlefieid, carpenter work 128 75
H. A. INIarden, carpenter work 82 73
Daniel Mason, timber 12 00
Miller & Furber, labor and material 53 88
V. W. Norton, carpenter work 15 12
W. E. Paul, labor, stoves and supplies 144 94
D. P. Pendexter, carpenter work 24 87
Pendexter & Marden, carpenter work 200 25
Pettigrew & Cox, painting 74 76
Pryor & Matthews, plumbing work and
material 63 98
Rider & Cotton, hardware 26 48
George H. Smart, labor 7 00
W. J. Sampson & Co., painting, &c. 187 96
Ira C. Seymour, iron work 46 40
Edward Smith, labor 7 50
Smith & Piper, labor and material 74 37
A. B. Trefethen, mason work and material 244 44
J. H. Wells, plumbing work and material 121 73
A, P. Wendell & Co., hardware, &c. 64 68
S2,371 40
Sidewalks.
J. H. Broughton, brick, etc. S277 84
E. G. Gage, brick
Granite State Brick Co., brick
Frank Jones, edgestone and brick
Albion Littlefield, labor
Daniel Littletield, plank, etc.
Pay rolls, labor
S. Vhilbrick & Co., edgestone, labor, etc
Street department
Less received from street commissioner
Street Liiglit.s.
Portsmouth Gas Light Co.





J. H. Bioughton, lime
G. B. Chadvvlck, labor
B. F. Gardner, services as officer
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
R. H. Hall, labor on padded cell, etc.
P. H. Hanscom, labor
George Hill, medicine
T. E. 0. Marvin, services as special justice
jNIiller & Furber, labor
John Mullen, professional services, etc.
N. }C. Telephone Co., use of telephone
Newton Bros. & Co., supplies
W. H. Phinney, labor
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., electric light
James M. Salter, coal and wood
W. J. Sampson & Co., painting
Sheldon Bros., repairing chair
II. R. Stoddard & Son, use of teams
Times Publishing Co.. printing
W. I.^Trafton. cleaning clock 7.')
A. B. Trefethen, mason work, etc. 7 7.")
John H. Wells, supplies, labor, care of
stoves, etc. 27 ;!.s
A. P. Wendell & Co., supplies 7 71)
Street department 45 (JO
.S12,4.'')8
28
H. F. Clark, returning statistics
E. W. Cochrane, teams for assessors, etc.
William Cogan, services ward clerk
Otis Cole, returning statistics
Commercial Telegraph Co., telegraph
C. & M. Railroad, mileage and freight
C. G. Conner, copies, transfers, etc.
Cottage Hospital, donation
Alice M. Craig, typewriting, etc.
Daily Evening Post, printing
Lemuel T. Davis, repairing flag
Samuel Dodge, insurance
R. J. Donnelly, labor, ward room, etc.
Downs & Co., matches, etc.
C. W. Drown, damage to boat
Eagle Chemical Co., supplies
S. 8. Fletcher, furniture, etc.
N. L. Folsom, returning statistics
W. II. Foster, printing
S. R. Gardner, returning vital statistics,
assessors' extra service, etc.
W. P. Gardner, care ward room
Alfred Gooding, returning statistics
Mercer Goodrich, stationery, etc.
T. J. Goodwin, taking statistics
Charles E. Gray, moving bath-house, etc.
Mary A. Griffin, settlement of claim
M.J. Griffin, labor at cemeteries
E. L. Guptill, expenses special service
H. H. Ham, care of clocks
H. H. and F. W. Ham, care of clocks
J. S. Harrington, returning statistics
Mrs. Robert Harrington, services
F. W. Harris, dinners election officers
A. C. Heffenger, returning statistics
W, K. Hill, dinner election officers, etc.
Henry E. Hovey, returning statistics
Hoyt & Dow, stationery
W. N. Ilsley, insurance
A. W. Johnson, returning statistics
D. W. Jones, returning statistics
W. O. Junkins, returning statistics
John W. Kelly, taking statistics, ward
clerk, etc.
E. J. Knowlton, services for city
W. F. Laskey, repair of awning
Mary Linchey, returning statistics
An)ion Littlefield, carpenter work, ward
room . 00 70
1
'i^
Daniel Littlefield, wood, etc.
C. H. Looney, returu of shipping
IVIrs. A. E. Marden, dinner election olticers
T. E. O. Marvin, returning statistics
Daniel Mason, lumber
Est. James Miller, use of water and pump
Mrs. T. J. Mitchell, returning statistics
Charles A. Morrill, returning statistics
Joseph P. IMorse, insurance
John Mullen, returning statistics
N. E. Telegraph »fe Telephone Co., tele-
phone service
Newton Bros. & Co., brooms, etc.
Ann Noble, settlement of claim
E. M. O'Callaghan, returning statistics
J. W. Odell, returning statistics
John P. O'Neil, returning statistics
Pay roll bell ringers, ringing bells
Pay roll, distributing inventories
Pay roll, inspectors' checklists
Pay roll, election officers
Calvin Page, professional services
J. W. Parsons, returning statistics
John Pender, insurance
Pendexter & Marden, carpenter work,
band stand
0. F. Philbrick & Co., cleaning carpets
R. W. Phinney, labor and care of mill
pond gates
Portsmouth Cadet Band, music July 4lh
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., lighting
U. S. Postoffice, stamps, etc.
F. E. Potter, returning statistics
M. Erail Richter, returning statistics
J. E. Rider, settlement of claim and costs
Samuel Rowe, taking statistics
James M. Salter, coal
Charles E. Senter, services ward clerk
Solomon Seymour, care of pump, etc.
A. B. Sherburne, returning statistics and
professional services
John Sise, insurance
W. H. Smart, labor
J. W. Sowersby, dinners election officers
State Industrial School, board of Ports-
mouth inmates
H. R. Stoddard & Sou, use of teams '91, '92
J. P. Sweetser, supplies
22
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Lucius H. Tha^-er, returuing statistics 3 75
John S. Tilton, repairing cushions, mats, etc. 5 60
Times Publishing Co., printing 92 .50
John Tobin, keeper of bath house, labor, etc. 232 00
W. I. Trafton, care of clock 2 00
8. P. Treadwell, expressage 60
Seth W. Tripe, setting glass 2 00
Union Pub. Co., advertising proposals, etc. 28 70
R. I. Walden, printing 39 50
Fred H. Ward, services ward clerk 17 28
Water Works, use of water 309 00
J. H. Wells, labor at ward rooms, care of
stoves, etc. 35 95
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware, etc.,
ward rooms 21 73
Sewers.
J. H. Broughton, cement and brick
John Buckley, labor
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
Michael Canfield, labor
William R. Chandler, labor






Charles E. Grover, labor
A. C. Hoyt, plans, etc.
John Kelley, labor
Patrick Leary, labor
Daniel Littlefield, sewer pipe
Thomas F. Lonergan, labor
Daniel Mason, plank, etc.
Jesse Miles, labor
F. W. Muchmore, labor
Timothy Murray, labor
Frank Perry, labor
S. Philbrick & Co., labor
Portsmouth Coal Pockets, cement
John Reddy, la))or
Rider & Cotton, rattan broom
Dennis Shea & Son, labor




Times Publishing Co., printing adv. 12 00
John Tobin, labor 2 00
A. B. Trefethen, construction Fleet street
sewer S22 DO
J. A. Walker, sewer pipe, cement, etc. 382 61
A. P. Wendell & Co., explosives, etc. 13 80
Pay rolls, labor 2988 01
Street department, use of teams, etc. 71 7;')





Thomas Brooks, labor $i 00
John Buckle}', labor 7 00
James Cahill, labor 2 00
Philip Carroll, labor 6 00
C. R, Clough, labor 6 00
Daniel Donahue, labor 2 00
John Killian, labor 14 00
John J. Laske}', oil, etc. 3 85
Daniel Littlefield, sewer pipe 463 62
Thomas F. Lonergan, labor 4 50
Jesse R. Miles, labor 12 50
Stacy G. Moran, labor 2 00
George L. Parks, labor 61 87
George E. Stover, labor 17 00
A. P. Wendell & Co., explosives, etc. 53 GO
Pay rolls, labor 1718 62
.«2,377 96
Alterations at Hijjrh School House.
W. A. Ashe, architect $296 95
R. J. Donnelly, plumbing materials and
work 1000 71
Frank C. Marstou, window shades and
labor 69 80
Perkins & Littlefield, contract work build-
ing 3167 62
W. J. Sampson & Co., paint'ng 203 38
A. B. Trefethen, mason work 21 75
$4,760 21
Health.
J. F. Adams, services burying horse, etc. $10 00
Mrs, C. Carey, care of sick 21 00
32
H. F. Clark, health officer and extra ser
vices
F. B. Coleman, disinfectants, etc.
8. S. Fletcher, undertaker's services
William P. Gardner, burying dog
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
Herbert A. Harden, labor
John Mullen, services health officer
Pay roll, health officers
J. A. Sanborn, extra services as health
officer and salary
Times Publishing Co., printing





Paid orders Board of IiKsliuctioii $31/J83 11
Less Literary P'und 17'J3 33
Less tuition from non-resident
pupils 539 21






Support of the Poor.
Paid Overseers of tlie Poor 8,579 55
PortsiiKuith & JDover Kailroad.
Paid coui)ons 8,742 00
Portsmouth & Dover Railroad Bonds.
ISSUE OF 1873.
Paid balance of above issue 158,800 OO
Domestic Animals Killed By Doges.
Mrs. J. Clair, damage to fowls S4 50
Alfred Elwyn, damage to sheep 12 00
P^ben 8. Odiorne, dauinge to sheep 3G 00
Times Publishing Co., advertising notice 21 00
73 50
Temporary Loan.




Sale of bonds $160,000
Premium on same 2,430
Dividends P. & D. Railroad stock 10.320
State Insurance Tax 1,144
State Railroad Tax 23.832
State Savings Bank Tax 29,210
Bounty on hawks 2
Rent of city buildings 172
Rent of lauding, Daniel street 75
Licenses for entertainments, etc. 134
Dog licenses collected 513
Less amount credited to schools 439
Richardson, Hill & Co.'s note 2J,218
Interest on same 1 .505
Temporary Loan
List of taxes 1893 14 3,566
Less abatements 2,744
Additional tax
Balance of account 1892 51,878
Less abatements 1892 1412 15
Less abatements 1890 888 24
Less abatements 1889 590 07
Less amount relinquished by vote
of Mayor and Aldermen on























Less amount of Richardson, Hill












Which balance is as follows :
John J. Laskey, collector taxes 1888 17 87
John J. Laskey, collector taxes 1889 1,472 Gl
John J. La&key, collector taxes 1890 1,910 80
Lewis W. Brewster, collector taxes 1891 2,870 01
Walter H. Page, collector taxes 1892 1,186 88
Walter H. Page, collector taxes 1893 8,918 71
Real estate bought for taxes 10,688 09
8. P. Treadwell, treasurer, balance on
hand and on deposit (including
Parrott legacy) 13,200 91
$40,265 88
We have examined the foregoing accounts and find that they










OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1893.
EXPENDITURES.
Out Dour Pensioners.
John J. Bei-ry, professional sorvices
Sarah B. Cannavan, care of sick
Cliase Home, board of children
H. F. Clark, professional services
C. W. Coleman, groceries
F. B. Coleman, medicine
Emma Colson, care of sick
John Conlon, groceries and provisions
Cottage Hospital, board of strangers
Mar3- E. Eldredge, nnrsing sick
S. S. Fletcher, undertaker's services
S. R. Gardner, cash paid out door pen-
sioners
W. D. Grace, medicine
A. K. W. Green, groceries
Benjamin Green, medicine
O. U. Hall, groceries and provisions
George Hill, medicine
John Holland, supplies of gioceries, pro-
visions, cash paid out, etc.
William O. Junkins, professional services
John J. Laskey, groceries
Abby A. Merrill, board of pensioner
T. E. Mitchell, provisions and groceries




John Mullen, city physician, &c. 104 22
N. H. Asylum foi Insane, board of inmates .'579 84
H. W. Nickerson. undertaker's services
Freeman Pearson, provisions and supplies
Henry J. Roberts, groceries and provis-
ions
J. C. Rowe, cash paid
H. C. Russell, groceries
James M. Salter, coal and wood
A. B. Sherburne, professional services
Hannah Sweeney, board of strangers
Charles H Tucker, groceries, etc.
John Woods, groceries
Street Depariinent. hauling fuel
City Farm.
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
B. F, Canney, smoking hams
Chicago Meat Co., meat and provisions
Samuel Cole, fish
John Conlon, groceries, Thanksgiving din-
ner, etc.
Dennett & McCarthy, dry goods, etc.
F. W. deRochemont, supplies
J. O. Downs, provisions
Downs & Co., groceries
Susie M. Drinkwater, labor
E. S. Fay. clothing, boots and shoes
W. H. Fay. clothing, boots and shoes
S. S. Fletcher, undertaker's services
G. B. French, dry goods supplies
H. L. Garrett & Son, groceries and provisions 56 02
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
Harmon Brcjs , provisions
George Hill, medicine
C. E. Hodgdon, ice
John Holland, provisions, Tlianksgiving
dinner, etc.
Mary Johnson, labor
T. ¥j. Mitchell, groceries and provisions
Warrington Moulton, groceries
Newton Bros. & Co., groceries
John Parkin, flour and grain
Freeman Pearson, provisions
Portsmouth Fish Co., fish




A. P. Preston, medicine 6 60
Rider & Cotton, hardware, etc. 10 33
James M. Salter, wood and coal 253 80
William H. Seymour, salary as siip'nt 400 00
J. W. Sowersby, Thanksgiving dinner, etc. 4 50
John H. Wells, supplies, labor, &c. 27 56
A. P. Wenciell & Co., hardware supplies 9 49
H. A. Yeaton & Son, grain 52 81
J. W. Young, shoes " 3 00
Aid to Dependent Soldiers.
S, R. Gardner, casli paid dependent
soldiers $129 00
J. J. Laskey, groceries furnished 73 03
Freeman Pearson, provisions, etc. 207 93
Mary E. Stewart, services to sick 30 00
$2,025 56
139 96
Celebration of Emancipation Proclamation.
Paid Joseph Thompson $26 70
Total expenditures $9,316 99
RECEIPTS.
For board at almshouse
For care of county pensioners, etc.
For board at N. H. asylum
Interest on Austin fund
Interest on Toppan fund










Charles Dame, pasturing '1)1 and ''J2
John E. Milton, weighing
J. O. Gleasou, pasturing
Ira C. Seymour, blacksrnithing, etc.
Rider & Cotton, hardware
SI 50
RECAPITULATION
Ob" TIIK RKCEII'TS AND EX PENOn 1' RES V.Y THE
Supcrintcnclcnt of the City Farn^
AND
THE OVERSEERS OE THE POOR,
For the Year Ending; Dec 31, 1893.
Kxiieiulitiire.s at Aliii.slioxi.se and City Farm.
Laljor $294 00
Eaiining Utensils, etc. 255 52
Overseeis' account 2025 56
S2,575 OS
Receipts.
Eroiii Earui $;7o2 45
Eor hoaid 1)2 20
Interest on Toppan Eund 18 00
$842 70
$1,732 38
l']\l>eiulitures Outside City Farm.
Out door i)ensioners !ft6824 77






For care of count}- pensioners S377 56
For botird at N. H. asylum 40 00
Interest on Austin Fund 26 70
$444 26
.16,847 17
Net expenses $8,579 00
Received from city treasurer to balance $8,579 55
Report of Supt. of Almshouse.
To the Hon. Mayor and Board of Aldermen :—
Gentlemen:— I would respectfully report the whole number
of persons admitted to the Almshouse the past year is 10
Largest number at any time
Smallest number at an}' time
Average number
Present number












Inventory of Stock at the City Farm, Dec, '] I , 189'^.
1 yoko oxen
45
1 set chain harnesses
Recapitulation of Expenditures.
state tax $24,125 00
County tax 23.336 93
Public library 1,500 00
Interest 10,413 19




School houses 2,741 10
Fire department 11,773 71






Sewer, South street 2,377 96
Alterations at High school house 4.760 21
Health 511 55
Goodwin Park 500 00
Memorial day 200 00
Sprinkling streets 500 00
Collectors' commissions 1,319 94
Discount on taxes 6,202 86
Support of the poor 8,579 55
Schools 29,210 67
Printing 484 50
New clock and illuminated dial 915 12
Portsmouth & Dover R. R. coupons 8,742 00
Portsmouth & Dover R. R. bonds 158,800 00
Domestic animals killed bv dogs, etc. 73 50
Temporary loan " " 142,000 00
.$515,296 52
47
StaU'uuMit of Taxes, 1 SJKJ.
Approi)rialed by the city councils Slo7,()00 00
Added for abatements 6,506 00
Si 1:5,566 00





Statement City Debt, Dec. ;? 1 . 1 893.
BONDS.
Diite. Kute. \Vhen I'avable. Amount.
Mar. 31, 1883, 4 per ct. April 1, 1894 $2,000
4 " - 1896 2,000
April 1, 1886, 4 '' '' 1896 8,000
Mar, 31, 1883, 4 - '' 1897 2,000
4 " -^ 1898 2,000
4 " " 1899 2,000
" 4 '• '' 1900 2,500
April 1, 1886, 4 '• ^- 1901 10,000
Oct. 1, 1884, 4 - Oct. 1, 1904 47,000
Jan. 1, 1889, 4 " .Tan. 1, 1909 50,000
Nov. 1, 1889, 4 '• Nov. 1, 1914 57,000
$184,500
Bonds issued for stock of Portsmouth and
Dover Railroad :




Jan. 1, 1893, at 4 per cent., (to pay bonds
issued Jan. 1, 1873, at 6 per cent.,
to pay for P. & D. Railroad stock.)
payable Jan. 1, 1913
Temporar3' loan
WATER BONDS.
Issued Jan. 1, 1892, at 4 per cent., pav-
able Jan. 1, 1907
Issued Jan. 1, 1892, at 4 per cent., [lay-






Ainouiit of Assets Due the City.
Bulance John J. Laskey's ticcount, 1888 $17 87
188!) 1,472 61
1890 1,910 80
" Lewis W. Brewster's '• 1891 2.870 01
- Walter H. Pao-e's '• 1892 1,186 88
1893 8,918 71
Real estate bought for taxes 10,688 09
S. P. Treadvvell, treasurer, balance on
hand and on deposit 13,200 yl
Add 1720 shares Portsmouth & Dover
Railroad stock, par value 6172,000 00









Legacy of INIary Clai-k $305 15
Legacy of Horace W. Haven 1,390 00
Legacy of Daniel Austin 445 00
Legacy of Martha A. DeMerritt 500 00
Legacy of James B. Parrott 1,000 00
Donation of Christopher 8. Top[)an 300 00
Donation of Frank Jones 500 00
S4,440 15
Report of City Treasurer.
KKCKIl'TS.
50
state tax 824,125 00
County tax 23,336 93
Bills approved by Overseers of Poor 9,197 29
Bills approved by Board of Mayor and
Aldermen 105.755 68
Temporary loan 142,000 00
Interest 10,780 72
Inteiest on Portsmoutb & Dover Rail-
road loan 8,742 00
Orders of Board of Instruction 31,983 11
City debt 3,00') 00
Bonds Portsmouth & Dover Railroad,
issue of Jan. 1, 1873 158,800 00






THE CITY OF PORTSMOUTH
For the Year Ending December 31, 1893.
Real Estate.
City Farm
City Almshouse and other buildings on
City Farm
Court House and land
City Hall
Spiing Market, land and water [)rivilege
Ward building on Maplewood avenue
Ward building and school room on Water
street
Store, Pleasant street, and land
Brick engine house, Court street
Wooden engine house and hose tower on
Court street
Stable for Street Department
Gravel lot, South road
Gravel lot, Greenland road
Gravel lot, Lafayette road
Gravel lot, Lafayette road
Gravel lot, Sherburne road
Gravel lot, Sagamore road




Engine house and land, Hanover stieet
Land, Richards avenue
.$10,000


























Stock on City Farm, including farming
utensils, provisions, clothing, furniture S2,843 80
Furniture at City rooms
Furniture at Court house
Street horses, carts, harnesses, tools,
Stone crusher and steam engine
Drain pipe, sewer traps and grates
City clock. North church
City clock, ward room, Water street
Bell at ward room, Water street
Hell at Cabot street school house
1 ,720 shares of Portsmouth and Dover
Railroad at par







To the lion. Board of 3Ia>ior and Aldermen :
Gentlemen :—The following is the report of the Treasurer of
the Public Library for the period ending Dec. 31, 1.S93 :
Balance on deposit Dec. 31, 1892
Appropriation received in August and
November
Paid rent bills to Jan. 1, 1893




Paid bill of books and magazines
Paid bill of binding books
Paid insurance premiums
Paid bills of printing cards, etc.
Ralance on deposit in First National Rank
Invested Funds.
THE INCOME TO HE EXPENDED ONLY FOl
lUtARV.
Balance on deposit Dec. 31, 1892
Income from Miss H. L. Penhallow fund
Income fi'om Miss Ellen Pickett fund
Income from Mrs, Joshua P>rocks fund
Income from Mrs. A. S. Goodwin fund
Income from Miss Louisa Simcs fund
Piscataqua Savings Bank dividend
Received for sale of $1,900, citv and
county bonds, and premium and
accrued interest 1,938 8G
$2,811 2G
$170 40
Paid for -$2,000 City of Portsmouth, 4
per cent, bonds and premium and
accrued interest $2,0G6 67
Paid bill of books 184 23
Balance on deposit in Piseataqna Sav-
ings Bank Dec. 31, 1893 5G0 3G
$2,811 26
Respectfully submitted,
Jan. 8, 1894. C. A. HAZLETT, Treasurer.
I hereby certify that I have examined the foregoing account
of C. A. Hazlett, treasurer, and find the same correct, and with
proper vouchers on file.
ALFRED GOODING, Auditor.
Librarian's Report.
Portsmouth, N. II , Jan. 1, 1894.
To His Honor the Mayor and Trustees of the Fuhlic Libra nj :
Gentlemen :—The following is the Librarian's report for the
year ending December 31, 1893 :
Whole number of books in lilirary Jan. I, 1893 11,016
Added during the year 459
Worn out and lost 50
Now in library 11.425
Volumes loaned during the year 18,153
Increase over preceding year 1,058
Cards issued during year 418
Cards issued since opening Jan. 1, 1881 8,313
Per cent, of fiction issued during year <;8
Per cent, of juvenile 13
Per cent, of history, biograph}', science, travels, etc. 19
Respectfully,
ROBERT E. RICH, Librarian.
City Marshal's Report.
To the Hon. Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen :—I respectfully submit the following report of
the number of arrests, number of persons lodged and tlic








Breaking and entering 11
Breaking with intent to enter •>
Brawl and tumult \)
Malicious mischief 6
Disorderly house 1
Disorderl}' in his own house 1
Vagrants 4
Bastardy 3
Violating Sunday law 6
Rescued from drowning 1
Boarding house beats 2
Night walking 4
Fighting 8
Non -support of family 1
Neglect of children 1
Cruelty to animals 4
Begging money 1




Keeping unlicensed dog 1
Truancy 51





Deserters returned to County farm 4
Deserters returned to Navy Yard 7
Sent to insane asylum at Concord 6
Stores found open 1 1
Dogs killed 7
Children returned to parents o
Discharged by order of court 4
Let off on probation 2
Prisoners captured for out of town ollicers 3
Assault with intent to kill 1
Total number of arrests (I'Jo
Total number of lodgers 115;)
Total number of arrests anil lodgers 1850
Amount collected and paid City Treasurer as per
vouchers S273 24
Respectfully submitted,
JEFFERSON C, ROWE, City Marshal.
Report of Chief Engineer,
To tJic //on. Board of ]\[a^or and AJderrncn :
Gentlemen :—In compliance with the reciuirenieuls oT tlir
City Ordinances, I herewith have the honor to submit to you
the annual report of the condition of the Fire Department.
MEMHEUSIIir.
The present membership of tlie department is 1 15. and I feel
proud to say. that for efficiency and promptness to tlie call and
execution of their duties tliey could hardly be excelled.
APPARATUS.
Tlie apparatus consists of four steam fire engines (one on re-
serve,) one hook and ladder trucli, one double tank ^ sixty gal-
lons each,) Chemical engine, three hose wagons, two hose
sleighs, one supply wagon, all in good condition, two second
litmd hose carriages, one hook and ladder truck which needs
some repairs that will be done the coming year.
The hose wagons which are now in use bv No. 2 and No. 3
companies, each of Iheni weigh 1,950 pounds, which is too
heavy for our use. I respectfully recommend that two lighter
wagons, not to exceed 1,OUO pounds each, be constituted in
their places, as ligiiter wagons would be more beneficial for
hydrant service to our department.
HOSE.
We have now in good condition 10,<S00 feet of 2 1-2 Cotton
Jacket hose.
ENGINE HOnSI'S.
The engine houses are in good condition with some excep-
tions ; the house on Hanover street requires to be painted the
coming year, the house on Court stieet occupied by the Hook
and Ladder Truck and Steamer No. ;) has been very much
out of repair for a long time, and is not large enough for^the
accommodation of the two companies ; a new house has been
i-ecommended for several years past, to be l)nilt on the site of
the present engine house and old court house. I respectfully
call vour attention to this matter.
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The subject of a nevv engine house to be built at the west
end has been lakl before the City Government for several years
past. I respectfully call your attention to this subject, and
earnestly recommend that a modern engine house be built the
coming year, to accommodate the Steamer Sagamore, a Hook
and Ladder Truck and hose wngon. I understand the city has
the refusal of a lot of land suitable for an engine house, a
sketch of which is at the city rooms ; by giving us this house at
the west end, then we can reorganize the department by reduc-
ing the membership of the several companies and organizing a
Steamer and Hook and Ladder companies in the new house.
WATE-< SUPPLY.
Our reservoirs are now connected with the new water mains,
and with the addition of one hundred and fifty hydrants it
seems to me our city has got as good a supply of water for fire
purposes as can be found in any city of its size.
EXPENDITURES.
The expenditures made by the department during the past
year amounted to $11,572.54. The appropriation should be
increased from last year on account of our hydrants to be
looked after, and charges which are liable to occur during the
year.
FIRE ALARM TELECiUAPH.
Since the adoption of this important branch of our depart-
ment it has never failed to direct the firemen to the locality of
the fire, although in my opinion there is a chance for a great
improvement in this branch in order to make it more reliable.
At present we have but one ciicuit ; in case the wire should
break, especially at night, our city would be without any alarm
to locate the fire, as all the boxes would be cut out, whereas if
we had the one circuit divided into three circuits, if the wire
should break it would only cut out about eight or nine of the
boxes.
I therefore would recommend that a four circuit repeater
with three circuits be connected to our fire alarm, which will
cost seven hundred dollars, not including the outside wire
;
this would render the alarm more certain and reliable. During
the past year four new boxes (Nos. 5, 23, 25 and 63) have
been added.
ANNUAL PARADE.
The seventh annual parade took place in September last, and
with the hearty co-o|)eration of the committee on fire depart-
ment, and tlie grand zeal dii-plnyed by the members of the de-
partment it proved a great success, enjoyed alike by the fire-
mi^n and the citizens ; and I wjU venture to say that in no other
b9
direction could the same amount of money be expended that
would be more conducive to the better discipline and efficiency
of the department.
During the year there have been 18 alarms, two of which
were still alarms responded to by the Chemical, one was for a
call for assistance outside of the city at Exeter, to which as-
sistance was rendered. The total loss by fire in the city during
the year, as near as could be estimated, amounted to $1,G72.49,
which is a very small amount compared with previous years.
In conclusion, I would express my thanks to his Honor the
Mayor, and to the members of the City Councils for their ear-
nest efforts to promote the efficiency of the department; to the
Police department for aid rendered ; to the Board of Engineers
and the officers and members of the several companies for the






Roll of the F'ire Department.
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
HERBERT A. MARDEN, Chief Enoineer.
George A. Jackson,
^





Daniel C. Church, Clerk of Fire Department. '
Supt. of Fire Alarm Telegraph, Wii.ber I. Trafton.
Sag-aiuoi'e Engine, No. 1.
On reserve—no Compan}- attached.
William Hudson, pjiaineer.
Col. Sise Eng-ine Co., No. 2.
Horace W. Gray, Foreman.
Frank S. Seymour, Assistant Foreman.
Joseph A. Randall, Clerk.
Frank E. Osgood, Walter Rickford,
Francis H. Hersey, Thornton Betton,
Fred B. Haraden^ Warren P. Webster,
George W. Tripp, Dennis Long,
Allen A. Rand, Henry Payne,
Horace Mudge, San Juan Gray,
Jacob B. Burns, Fred E. Perkins,
Samuel A. Rand, Fred D. Rand,
Rufus M. Adams.
«'i
Kearsarge Engrine Co., No. .*?.
Herbert E. Fernald, Foreman.
William G. Smart, 1st Assistant Foreman.
Eugene Sullivan, 2d Assistant Foreman.


















M. H. Goodrich Eng-ine Co., No. 4.
Charles D. Varrell, Foreman.
Lorenzo T. Burnham, 1st Assistant Foreman.
John S. Mowe, 2d Assistant Foreman.
Charles H. Kehoe, Clerk.
Stephen E. Obrey, J. Frank Shannon,
Augustus Ham, George G. Durrell,
Charles J Lydston, Thomas L. Jose,
Andrew J. Langdon, J. M. Varrell,
Charles J. Peckham, Stacey G. Moran,
William Littlefield, James F. Quill,
Howard W. Dunton, Augustus .S. Barr,
George McPhetus, Frank J. Peckham,
Francis Quinn.
Chemical Engrine Co., Eag-le No. 5.
John D. Randall, Foreman.
Charles Weaver, Assistant Foreman and Clerk.
Albion Littlefield, Gilman Randall,
Oliver W. Ham, James McCaffrey,
Edward Manent, George Ramsdell.
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AV. J. Sai)i[>s<»ii Hook & IauUIvv ikt., 'So.
Major S. Langdoii, Foreman.
David E. Jiinkins, Assistant Foroiiuin.




















William H. Phinney. John Lawry,
Rufus M. Adams, 2d, Robert W. Phinney
















Flugene S. Hoyt, Chemical Engine, No. 5.—Permanent.
Charles H. Colson, Dennis Lynch,
Henry S. Marshall, Thomas J. Goodwin.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY
Belonging to the Fire Department.
Hook and Ladder Truck
Hook and Ladder Truck
Property in Engine Room No. 1, includiu
'' '• House No. 2, "
" *' "• Koom No. 3, ''
" " " Room No. 4,
" '' Chcniieal Engine, "
" " Sui)ply Wagon House "
"" *•• Hose Tower




*3. Austin street, at Dr. Hettenger's,
*4. Bartlett street, near Morning street.
5. Bartlett street, at corner VVoodbiirv avenue.
fi. Bartlett street, opposite Pine street.
7. Bow street, at corner of Ceres street.
*8. Bow street, opposite Chapel street.
9. Bow street, near office of Portsmouth Brewing Co.
10. Bridge street, at corner of Deer street.
1 1 . Broad street, corner of Rockland street.
12. Broad street, corner of Lincoln avenue.
13. Cabot street, corner of Austin street.
14. Cass street, coi'ner of State street.
15. Cass street, midway between State and Middle streets.
16. Charles street, corner of Atkinson street.
*17. Chestnut street, corner Warren street.
18. Clinton street, corner Stark street.
19. Congress street, corner Chestnut street.
*20. Congress street, corner Fleet street.
'^*21. Congress street, corner High street.
*22. Court street, midway between Mark and Rogers.
*23. Court street, corner Fleet street.
*24. Court street, corner Pleasant street.
*2o. Court sti'eet, corner Washington street.
2R. Court street, corner Atkinson street.
27. Court street, corner Water street.
28. Daniel street, corner Market street.
*29. Daniel street, midway between Penhallow and Linden.
*30. Daniel street, corner Chapel street.
31. Daniel street, corner Bow street.
*32. Deer street, opposite B. & M. Railroad restaurant.
33. Deer street, corner Vaughau street.
34. Deer street, corner High street.
*35. Dennett street, at Ward & Co.'s distillery.
*36. Dennett street, near corner Thornton street.
*37. Gates street, corner of Water street.
38. Gates street, corner Mechanic street.
39. Green street, at office of Daniel Littlelield.
40. Hancock street, corner Manning street.
*41. Hanover street, corner Rock street.
42. Hanover street, corner Parker street.
43. Hanover street, corner Bridge street.
44. Hanover street, corner Vaughan street.
*45. Hanover street, corner Fleet street.
46. Hanover street, near corner High street.
*47. High street, corner School street.
*48. Highland street, opposite Merrimac street.
49. Highland street, corner of
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No. Location.
*50. Hill street, midway between Vaughan and Bridge.
*5l. Hill street, corner Autumn street.
52. Hunking street, corner Mechanic street.
53. Islington Road, opposite Barberry Lane.
*.i4. Islington Road, opposite Frenchman's Lane.
*55. Islington street, opposite Bartlett street.
*56. Islington street, corner Cass street.
57. Islington street, corner May street.
58. Islington street, near corner Union street.
*59. Islington street, corner Cabot street.
*60. Islington street, opposite Cornwall street.
6i. Islington street, corner Brewster street.
*62. Islington street, corner Pearl street.
63. Islington street, corner Tanner street.
*64. Islington street, corner Bridge street.
65. Jefferson street, corner Liberty street.
66. Madison street, opposite Austin street.
67. Manning street, opposite Howard street.
*68. Maplewood avenue, at S. L. Davis'.
69. Maplewood avenue, near corner Dennett street.
70. Mai)lewood avenue, opposite Prospect street.
•*7L Market street, corner Ladd street.
*72. Market street, corner Hanover street.
73. Market street, opposite Wm. Ward & Son's office.
74. Market street, corner Russell stieet.
75. Maiket street, at office of Thomas E. Call.
76. McDonough street, near corner Dover street.
*77. McDonough street, opposite Salem street.
78. McDonough street, opposite Rockingham street.
79. McDonough street, corner Langdon street.
SO. Middle street^ corner Warren street.
81. Middle street, near house of Miss Ann W. Peirce.
82. Middle street, corner Richards avenue.
83. Middle street, corner Miller avenue.
*84. Middle street, opposite Cabot street.
85. Middle street, corner Union street.
86. Middle street, corner Wibird street.
*87. Middle street, opposite Cass street.
88. Middle street, opposite West street.
*.S9. Middle street, at Charles E. Walker's.
90. Miller avenue, opposite Merrimac street.
*91. Miller avenue, corner Highland street.
92. Miller avenue, corner Spring street.
93. Morning street, near Mrs. Reed's.
*94. Northwest street, at George S. Heatou's.
95. Pine street, corner Stark street.
*96. Pleasant street, corner fanning street.
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Ko. Location-
*97. Portsmontli Shoe Co.'s Yard, east end.
*98. Portsmouth Shoe Co.'s Yard, west end,
99. Pumping Station, Portsmouth Water Works.
100. Raynes avenue, corner Maplewood avenue.
*101. Richards avenue, at J. M. Sheldon's.
102. Richards avenue, corner Rockhmd street.
103. Russell street, opposite Wall street.
104. Sheafe street, midway between Penhallow and Chapel.
*105. State street, opposite Madison street.
10(). State street, corner Union street.
*107. State street, corner Cabot street.
*108. State street, at C. E. Hatch's.
109, State street, at J. K. Manning's.
110. State street, corner Middle stieet.
*1 11. State street, corner Fleet street.
^*112. State street, corner Pleasant street.
*113. State street, corner Penhallow street.
*114. State street, corner Chapel street.
^*115. State street, opposite Water street.
116. Summer street, at Catholic church.
117. Thornton street, opposite Sparhawk street.
118. Thornton street, opposite Stark street.
*119. Union street, corner Austin street.
120. Union street, near Wibird Place.
121. Union street, corner Lincoln street.
122. Vaughan street, opposite School street.
*123. Vaughan street, corner Maplewood avenue.
124. Vaughan street, corner Jackson street.
125. Washington stieet, corner Richmond street.
*126. Washington street, corner Gates street.
127. Washington street, corner Pleasant street.
*128. Water street, corner Charles street.
129. Water street, corner Manning Place.
*130, Water street, at Meeting House Hill.
181. Water street, corner Pleasant street.
132. Water street, corner Salter street.
*133. Wibird street, midway bet. Wibird PI. & Flawthorn St.
134. Wibird street, corner Hawthorn street.
*135. Wibird street, corner South street.
*136. Woodbury avenue, corner Morning street.
137. Woodbury avenue, opposite Thornton street.
*138. Walker's wharf, rear of office.
*Steamer connections. **Four-way Hydrants.
Fire Alarm Telegraph.
Location of Boxes and Keys and General Instructions.
All alarms will be sounded from the North church bell, the
steam gong at Electric Light station, also the whistle at Kl-
dredge's brewery, and repeated three times.
SCHOOL SIGNALS.
Two blows repeated three times at 8. a. m., no morning ses-
sion ; the same signal at 8.30 a. m., no morning session in the
lowest four grades ; the same signal at 11.30 a. m., or 1.30 p.
m., no afternoon session.
NAVY YARD SIGNALS.
In case assistance is needed from the Navy Yard, six whistles
will be blown from Electric Light Station, and repeated twice.
When assistance is needed on the Navy Yai'd, the signal by
day will be two guns from the battery ; by night two guns from
the battery and two rockets. One gun being a signal for Kit-
tery.
For assistance out of town, eight blows repeated twice.
LOCATION OF SIGNAL BOXES AND KEYS.
Box 5.—Corner Dennett and Thornton streets. Keys at E.
W. Caswell, 45 Dennett street, Wm. Hunier, corner
Dennett and Thornton streets, Byron Dame, 48 Dennett
street.
Box 7.—Corner Dennett street and Maplewood avenue. Keys
at Philip E. Woods, 39 Maplewood avenue, Daniel 1).
Waldron, 38 Maplewood avenue, Solomon Seymour, 6
Dennett street, John Milton's store.
Box 9.—Corner Deer and Vaughan streets. Keys at B. & M.
R. R. station, J. S. Treat's marble shop, Moses Laigh-
ton, 36 Vaughan street, R. H. Hall, 31 Vaughan street.
Box 14.—Corner Market and Russell streets. Keys at Smith
& Co.'s store, and Benning Moore's house, over above
store, Concord R. R. wharf.
Box 16.—Corner High and Hanover streets. Keys at 24 High
street—corner Hanover, George W. Green, 15 High
street, Pendexter's shop, 13 Hanover street.
Box 17.—Corner Danit-l and Bow streets. Keys at Ports-
mouth Brewery, Gas House, T. \V. Priest, corner Daniel
and Mulberry streets, John H. Broughtou's lumber of-
fice, Daniel street.
Box 19.—Corner Water and Court streets. Keys at Wm. H.
Dunn's, corner Court and Water streets, Mrs. Annie J.
Dixon's house, opposite corner.
Box 23.—Corner State and Washington streets. Keys at
Russell's store, W. J. Sampson, 27 State street, A. C.
Hoyt, 41 State street.
Box 24.—Corner Gates and Washington streets. Keys at J.
F. Adams, 27 Washington street, Dennis H. Trefetheu,
3 Gates street, P. M. Spinney, 31 Washington street.
Box 25.—South Wardroom. Keys at J. W. Sowersbv, 62
Water street, R. I. Walden^ 69 1-2 Water street, C. M.
Hayford, 1 Meeting House Hill.
Box 26.—Haven School house. Keys at 3 South School
street, 4 South School street, O. H. Locke, 11 South
street.
Box 28.—Corner Broad street and Lincoln avenue. Keys at
John H. Hutchinson, 7 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad,)
A. W. Parsons, 10 Lincoln avenue, (cor. Broad,) and
L. G. Davis, corner Broad and Highland streets.
Box 29.—Corner Wibird and Hawthorne streets. Kevs at
John S, Tilton, 14 Wibird street, Frank Pike, 10 Wi-
bird street, John McCaffery, 9 Wibird street, Herbert
A. Marden, 30 Wibird street.
Box 32.—Middle street church, corner State and Middle
streets. Keys at C. H. Cloiigh, 89 State street, S.
Dodge, 102' State street, (cor. Middle,) John H.
Cheever, 91 State street, Rockingham House.
Box 35.— A. E. Rand's store. Middle street. Keys at Rand's
store, H. W. Oxford, 52 Middle street, J. P. Morse, 54
Middle street.
Box 37.—Corner Cass and Islington streets. Keys at J. IL
Young's store, corner Cass and Islington streets, J.
Frank Marshall, 86 Islington street and Robert Miller,
84 Islington street.
Box 38.—Eldredge Brewery (private). Keys at Brewery.
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Box 39.—Spalding School house, Bartlett street. Keys at C.
C. Charlseu, 1 Clinton street, Heur}' Newiek, corner
Bartlett and Woodbury avenue, George H. Alton, 17
Bartlett.
Box 41.—Corner Austin and Summer streets. Keys at J. W.
Wingate, 5 Austin street, (cor. Summer,) 11 Summer
street, O. S. Baketel, Summer street, (cor. Austin), 9
Summer street, (cor. Austin.)
Box 43.—Corner Cabot and Islington streets. Keys at J. W.
Moses, 39 Islington street, (cor. Cabot), H. C. Locke,
54 Islington street, (cor. Cabot,) Charles A. Green, 45
Cabot street.
Box 45.—Portsmouth Shoe Factory, Islington street. Keys
at Shoe Factor3\
Box 46.—Corner Hanover and Pearl streets. Keys at Ports-
mouth Machine shop office, John E. Locke, 3 Pearl
street, (cor. Hanover,) A. W. Bartlett, 2 Pearl street,
73 Hanover street.
Box 51.—Corner Market and Bow streets. Keys at W. E.
Paul's stove store, T. C. Quill's saloon, corner Market
and Bow streets, J. H. Hill, corner Ceres and Bow
streets, M. J. Gj'iffin, 15 Bow street.
Box 53.—Kearsarge House, corner Congress and Chestnut
streets. Keys at Kearsarge House, Jackson & Co.'s
Express office, E. W. Cochrane's stable, H. R. Stod-
dard's stable.
Box 58.—Police station. Key at station.
Box 63.—Corner Miller avenue and Rockland street. Keys at
Andrew P. Preston, corner Rockland street and Miller
avenue, E. M. Jewett, corner Rockland street and Miller
avenue.
Also, keys will be found in the hands of the engineers and
the regular police.
DIRECTIONS.
Alarms are to be given from the box nearest the fire.
Open the box and t)ull the hook all the way down, once, and
let go.
After giving the alarm, remain by the box, if possible, so as
to direct the firemen to the exact locality of the fire.
Second alarm for same fire will be given only b}- one of the
engineers.
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Never open the box or touch the apparatus except iu case of
fire.
Never sound the alarm for a fire seen at a distance ; be rea-
sonably sure there is a fire before sounding the alarm.
Never let the key go out of your possession, except to some
responsible person, to give an alarm of fire ; and be sure the
key is returned.
The key cannot be taken from the box except by an engineer.
If you remove from your house or place of business, return
the key to any member of the board of engineers.
All citizens are requested to inform themstlves where the
keys to the boxes are kept.
The companies will respond to alarms of fire given from
boxes according to orders given by the chief engineer.
When an alarm of (ire is given, all the companies not re-
sponding will remain at their respective houses thirty minutes,
unless dismissed by telegraph signal, which is as follows : Three
blows signify that the fire is under control, and companies not
in attendance will be dismissed.
Cambridge time will be struck each day at 12.30, from W. I,
Trafton's jewelry store, except on Saturdays when one round
on one box will be rung iu. One stroke at any other time
means nothing.
TESTING THE Al'PARATUS.
On the first of every month, all the apparatus will be tested
and inspected, one round of the several boxes being rung in.
Per order
CHIEF ENGINEER.
Portsmouth Firemen's Relief Association
FOR THE YEAR 1893.
Herbert A. Harden, - - - President.
WiLLARD M. Gray, - - - Vice President.
David E. Junkins, - - - . Secretary.
Lorenzo T. Burnham, - - - - Treasurer.
treasurer's REPORT,
Amount on hand January 1, 1893 S3, 337 99









To the City Councils :
In making niy annual report I can only submit a very few
matters but that are familiar to yon, by reason of my frequent
communication to you, and your co-oi)eration with me, for
which it is only proper that I should extend to you my thanks.
The cases that I deem it proper to report at this time are as
follows :
Storer Post, G. A. R. vs. City of Portsmouth is still before
the Supreme Court, and will be decided at the March term.
J. W. Fisk vs. City of Portsmouth, will be disposed of at
the January term of the Supreme Court next.
J. W. Marden & Son vs. City of Portsmouth, is an action to
compel the city to execute a lease of Spring Market to the
plaintiffs, upon an alleged agreement for the same, with some
members of the committee on city lauds and buildings in the
summer of 1892. It will be tried at the January terra of court
next, and will probably be sent to the law term.
Abby Mulligans vs. City of Portsmouth, is an action brought
to recover damages alleged to have accrued to the plaintiff by
reason of personal injury, which she claims to have received by
falling on the sidewalk upon Chestnut street, near the residence
of Abby Pickering, on the evening of February 14, last. This
is undoubtedly the last case of this character that will ever
trouble the city, that will at least for some years to come, wo-
ing to a change in the law at the last session of the legislature ;
therefore I should advise a settlement of this case if it can be
done at a low figure. The case will be entered at the January
term of court next, but will not probably be for trial until the
April term.
Henry F. Clark vs. City of Portsmouth, will be entered at
the January term of court, next, but will also not be for trial
until the April term. This action is brought to recover ex-
pense which the plaintiff says he incurred as chairman of the
late Board of Health. The plaintiff has never presented a bill
of items to the city and it is hard to tell Just what he intends to
claim. The action is brought wholly out of spite, and has not
even the color of good faith. I should advise that this can be
contested.
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August Hett vs. City of Portsmouth will be entered at the
January term of court, next. This is an action wholly under
the charge of the Board of Water Commissioners, and will not
require your attention. Hon. Calvin Page, a member of tlie
Board of Water Commissioners, has charge of the case in the
interest of the city.
In compliance with your vote, instructing me to petition the
Supreme Court for leave and consent to the discontinuance of
the South Mill pond road, I have prepared a petition and shall
present it to the court at the January teim next. The result
of this case cannot he anticipated at this time.
Upon your vote whereby I was authorized and directed to
prosecute persons who liacl violated the sewer law and ordi-
nances, I will say that after talking with several members of
your government and other city officials, it was thought best to
stay suit pi ocecdings until the ground should be open in the
spring and the sewer system established. By direction of the
Mayor 1 have collected some of the outstanding bills for sewer
entries.
Prosecutions in Police Court have not required much atten-




Dec. 31, 1893. City Solicitor.
REPORT
OF THE
Board of Water Commissioners.
To the Citij Covncih of the Citij of Portsmonlh :
As we have, in our report of last year, given fall schedules
of the water rates fixed by the Board for the use of water under
the new system, and a list of the fire hydrants, and the main
and distribution pipes, showing their size and length with their
location, it is not necessar}- to give them in this report.
On account of additions to the plant, not at first contem-
plated, which have been found desirable in order to insure a
sufficient supply of water at all times and carry on the works
economically, we have been obliged to expend more than we
expected. These additions have been the brick gallery or res-
ervoir at Fountain Head, the intercepting gallery from Fountain
Head running westerly through the Schurman field, and the
track and trestle at the pumping station. But we are satisfied
that these additions will more than pay for themselves in the
end and are absolutely necessary, in order to make the woi'ks
first class in every particular.
The whole city is now supplied by the pumping station at
Sherburne Spring, the water from all the springs and wells be-
longing to the system coming direct to this station, and all the
coal used can be carried there by cars from the wharf.
We called your attention in our last report, to the fact that
you have made no arrangement, with us, regarding the use of
ilie fire hydrants and the payment to the water department of
an annual rental for each hydrant, as is done in other cities.
We believe thai the hydrants have demonstrated their value in
case of fire, and we would suggest, as we did last year, that
you appoint a committee of your bodies to confer with us in
relation to this matter if you think it best to do so.
The total indebtedness for the water works is $315,000, all
bearing interest at the rate of four per cent.
Receipts and Expenses of Portsmouth Water Works
For the Year Ending December 31, 1893.
Ket'cipts.
Balance on hand from last year
Pasture land sold
Faini sold
House on Mechanic street, sold







Stone from A. B. Trefethen
Water sold
Water rates 181)1 collected
Water rates 1892 collected




New services, pipe, stop boxes, etc.
Pipe, valves, etc.
Advertising and selling real estate
Painting stand pipe and hydrants
Steam pump
Trestle at pumping station
Furniture and improvements at pumping station
Carting and horse hire
Interest on bonds
Gallery line and improvements at old fountain
P^ngineering
Labor




Office rent, telephone and office expenses
$17,510
76
Oil, hardware, packing, etc.
Insurance
Carting and horse hire
Incidentals, stamps, stationery, etc.
Salaries
Coal and wood
Labor, engineers and firemen
Labor, men, jobbing
Add payments on construction account
Total payments






FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1893.
PORTSMOUTH
:
rUIXTKl) HY THE TIMKS ITr.IJSHlXCi COAirAXV.
J.SI) 4,

Oro^anlzation of Board of Instruction,
1893-94.
Hon. Charles P. Bekkv, Chairman, ex-oflicio.
James C Si.mi'sox, Secretary.
Charles E. Batchelder, David Urch,
William 0. Sides, William H. Moore.
Term expires August 1, 1894.
Charles A. Sinclair, Ira C. Seymour,
Andrew P. Wendell, William L. Conlon.
Term expires August 1, 1895.
Alfred Gooding, Albion M. Littleki eld,
Calvin Page, Richard I. Walden.
Terra expires August 1, 189(j.
James C. Simtson, Superintendent of Schools.
Omce Hours:—8.15-9, 12.12-30, every school day, at
Fari'agut School, High street,
4
High School Coniinittee.
Calvin Page, term expires August 1, 1894.
Alfred Gooding, term expires August 1, 1895.
Charles E. Batciielder, term exi)ires August 1, 1896.
Standing' ( onnuittees.
Text Books—Gooding, Batciielder, Littlefield.
Salaries—Page, Sinclair, Urcli.





Training School— Gooding, Batciielder, Sides.
District Committees.
No. 1—Seymour, Wendell, Page.
No. 2— Batciielder, Sinclair, Gooding.
No. 3—Walden, Urch, Conlon.
Regular ineetiugs of the Board arc held the first Tuesday
of each month.
Report of the Secretary.
To the Board of Inatrucdon, PortsmontJi, N. H.
Tlie orders on the City Treasurer drawn by the School De-
partment for the year i893 have amounted\o ^31,983.11 as
follows :
Salaries.
Teachers and Superintendent $23,592 2i
Care of Buildiiig^s.









Lamps, chimneys, matches $19 75
Axes, saws, tools 17 48
Brooms, mops, dusters 108 GO
Kerosene oil 28 50
Screws, nails, bolts, etc. 19 65


















Chemioals and physical apparatus
.Report of the Superintendent of Schools.
To the Board of Instruction^ PortsmoiUh, N. H.
Gentlemen :— I have tlit^ honor to present mv second annual
report as Superintendent of the scliools of Portsmouth. This
report is the eighth in the series of annual reports from this
office.
The year has been marked by no very radical changes in the
management, purpose and plan of the school organization, but
has been chnracterized none the less b}' good, steady, perse-
vering work on lines already laid down.
The burden laid upon public education has increased many
fold in the last few years, not so much in the extra demand for
a better intellectual discipline as in the development of the
heart and conscience. The home and parents seam appointed
by nature as the proper educators in this direction, but if the
organization of mDdern society demands that the responsibility
for this most important function be shifted, we may regret the
conditions but must accept the charge.
The number of new pupils admitted during the year has ])een
smaller than during any year since 1888. Two reasons may be
given to account for this. During the present period of busi-
ness depression the nurat)er of new families that come to the
city is materially decreased b}' the lack of employment. Again
the fear that the few cases of diphtheria that appeared last
summer would develop into an epidemic operated strongly to
prevent many parents from sending their children, especially
those of tender years, to the public schools. As an ott'set to
this diminution, and as a probable result of this same business
depression, we find that the number of withdrawals from the
higher grades is mucli smaller than usual, so that wliile the
number of pupils in the schools as a whole remains substantial-
ly the same, the ever present prol)lem of overcrowding has met
us in the higher rather than the primary grades.
New pupils admitted 1893, - - . - ifiG
18;)2, - - - - 211
1891, - - - - 2.V2
" " - 18y(), - . - . 281
1889, - - - - 224
'' " 1888, - - - - 160
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The number of tardinesses surely is larger year by year tliilrl
it slioiilil be. The responsibility for this rests alike on teacher
and parent and only b}' earnest co-operation can the matter be
remedied. This matter of prompt and regular attendance is
nrgeil, not alone for its benefit toward the convenience of the
sciiool but for the effect on the pupil himself. If there is one
trait more than another that conduces to make life a pleasure,
not only to its possessor, but to the world at large, it is
punctuality. Add that this virtue is easily the result of habit
and that habit is generally tiie fruit of early t'-aiuing, and the
case is plain.
The record of tardin sses and di-imissions for the several past
3-ears is here given :
Yfiir.
1S1)3, ... -
1892, - - - -
1891, - - - -
1890, - - - -
1889, - - - -
1888, - - - -
1887, - . - -
18SG. - - - -
1885, . - - -
1884, - - - -
1883, - - . -
1882, - - - -
[ The above figures do not include the High School record ]
The number of cases of corporal punishment I am glad to
say, has reached a number smaller than ever before. That the
discii)line and genera! tone of the schools has in the least dete-
riorated by this sweeping reduction of nearly one-half there
is no one ready to assert. From a close study of the reports
on tile I am sure that in several instances some other .neans
would have better produced the desired end.
We can hardly expect human nature to become perfect, but
I confiJently look forward to still further progress in this di-
rection another year. The teachers have made commendable
eft'orts, and T am sure that every punishment has been made
only after the exercise of their best judgment. Of the thirty-
live cases eight are from the first distr ct, thirteen from the
second, and fourteen from the third. Three were punished
twice, leaving thirty-two different offenders, of whom six were
girls and twenty-six boys. The number of i)unishaients for












Our corps of teachers remains substantially. the same as last
3-ear. While this matter of few changes needs the light of
other circumstances to determine whether it is a blessing or an
evil, I think we ascribe our immunity from changes to our good
fortune. Our teaching force on the wliole is earnest, progres-
sive, and full of an honest purpose.
Pleased, as is natural and proper, with their success in dif-
ferent lines of work, they are at the same time generally keen
to detect their own failures and are filled with that noble dis-
satisfaction that surely leads to improvement.
There is one tiling lacking among our teachers, the more
noticeable from its extreme desirability— thf; esprit de corps
and general community of interest that should bind us all into
a homogeneous whole. The teachers from one school too often
regard the teachers from another in exactly the same spirit
and feeling that they would teachers from anollier city. Again
under the same roof there is jealousy and lack of appreciation
and kinship, one with another, till in at least two cases criti-
cism from soures outside the schools has been awakened.
Now, surely, if we are to make any success in this intricate
and puzzling problem of education, we must all pull together.
The idea still lingers a bit with us that there are teachers of
subjects or teacliers of grades, and that if the subject or the
grade receive its due attention the measure of responsibility is
tilled. I iiope and trust that the time may not be far distant
when all our teachers will realize in practice as most of them
already do in theory, that this web of many threads which we
call education cannot be divided into any definite number of
organic wholes, that the mutual inter-dependence of its parts
requires the teacher who aims at success, whether in the High
or Primary school, to be in sympathetic touch with the whole,
requires extra exertion to acquire a feeling for those parts that
do not come within the range of personal experience.
The resignations for the past year have been as follows :
Annie E. Pavey, Drawing, April 15.
Sarah R. Beane, Haven, June 22.
Katherine L. Haven, High, June 22.
Ida C. S. Wing. P^'arragjut, June 2:2.
Grace F. Leavitt, Whipple, Jnne 22.
Alice H. Connor, Farragut, Dec. 1.
TEAIPOKARY TEACHERS.
E. Ella McDonongh, Haven, Feb. 13 to June 22.
Alice H. Conner, Farragut, March 1 to June 22.
LEAVE OP ABSENCE.
Sarah R. Beane, Haven, Feb. 13 to June 22.
Mary E. Prescott, Whipple, Oct. 1 to Nov. 1.
Aproir
I'i
with little practice, the other da' abuudant opportunity for prac-
tice with whatever theoi'v might be gathered by the way.
Of either plan followed exclusively, the latter would un-
doubtedly give the better results, but the true plan, or at any
rate the one at present most approved, is a combination of the
two. Normal schools are seeking constantly to enlarge their
practice and model departments, and the training schools are
adding to their normal instruction. At the present time we
aim to give in addition to the practice in teaching, courses in
Psychology, History of Education, Pedagogy and Methods,
with School Law and Management.
As a measure of protection to the children in the school as
well as in regard to the best interests of the pupil teachers, it
has been decided to allow those in whose way to becoming suc-
cessul teachers there seems mnrked impediment to wiilidraw
from the school at the end of the first half year.






























( PeaboUv, Haven, vr ,. *. ^ „
i Whipple :|Not teaching.











and may be rcqiiii'ed to fui'iiish rofcrenccs as to character and
scholarship. l-*u[)il teachers nia_y he admitted on the first of
February or at the beginning of the fall term in each year.
Sec. 3. The number of pupil teachers constituting the train-
ing class shall be determined from time to lime by the commit-
tee on the school.
Skc. 4. The course of instruction in the training depart-
ment shall continue for three periods of five sciiool months
each. The first of these periods shall be regarded as proba-
tionary and at its expiration leave to withdraw will be granted
to those candidates whose success is not probable. A certifi-
cate shall be granted to those who complete the course.
Skc. 5. Any member of the training class who shall be
elected teacher in any school of tlie city before completing the
course of study shall, upon recoinmendatioii of tiie principal of
the school and the superintendent, be entitled to a certiticate.
Si<:c. 6. Pupils in the trairing class may be assigned l^y the
superintendent, at his discretion, to serve as substitutes for
other teachers.
Skc 7. The course of study in the training class shall be
prescribed by the superintendent and the principal of the
school.
Skc. 8. Pupil teachers shall serve without compensation
during the (irst terra. They shall be paid at the rate of $10 per
month during the second term and at the rate of $15 per
month during the third term.
School Accoinmodatioiis.
At the 0[)eniug of the spring term it was found that the first
grade schools in both the Whipple and Haven districts were
crowded to such an extent that measures of relief must be at
once adopted. It was at first proposed to open a primary
school in the Peabody building, then unused for school pur-
poses, but a census revaled the fact that all but an insignificant
number of first grade children at the Whipple School came
Irora that portion of the city lying to the westward of the school.
Some attention was then devoted to the Cabot street school-
house, but an examination showed that the necessary repairs
would involve too long a delay, so it was decided as a last re-
sort to transfer the fifth grade from the Whipple to the Pea-
body, open two first grade rooms in the former and relieve the
Haven by means of these. This arrangement continued in
force till the fall term, when the diminution of the childien in
the first grade made it possible, at the expense of overcrowd-
ing the third and ninth grades, to again place the fifth grade in
the Whipple and close the Peabody.
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It happened to our fid vantage that the number of first grade
chihU-en entering in the fall was over forty smaller than the
average for the past three years. If, as is probable, this re-
duction was caused by the fear of diphtheria, the same situa-
tion will confront us at the opening of the spring term of the
coming year. I consider it of the highest importance in the or-
ganization of our school system that we use every effort to
avoid the crowding of our primary schools. We intend to hold
our primary teachers to the highest standard of primary in-
struction, but this can be altaiuud only by limiting the number
of children under the charge of each teacher.
The matter of estalilishing a kindergarten was referred at the •
June meeting of the Board, to a special committee, but from
financial considerations it was deemed best to postpone the
subject till another year. Action should surely be taken then.
On the subject of kindergartens Portsmouth is already behind
other cities, behind her own record in educational matters. We
owe it to the good name of our schools not to let this subject
lie dormant longer.
During the summer the sanitary arrangements at the Haven
School were completely changed and brought into accord with
the demands of modern civilization. It is hoped that the re-
mainder of the long needed repairs may be deferred no longer
than the present summer.
The Report of tlie Committee of Ten.
Ttie most important educational publication of the year and
the one most anticipated has been the report of this committee
appointed by the National Educational Association, together
with the reports of the nine conferences organized under the
instructions of the committee. This document, published by
the United States Bureau of Education, gives us the opinion of
one hundred of the most prominent educators in the country,
presided over by the President of Harvard University and in-
cluding representative men from both schools and culleges in
all parts of the country. Although the report was intended to
deal primarily with the studies of the secondary or high schools,
it became necessary in most instances to review the program
of the elementary "schools and to propose suggestions that
seemed likely to increase their efficiency. I propose to present
you a few from the most striking of their recommendations,
with brief comment and comparison with the state of our own
course of study.
The conference on Mathematics recommends as follows :
"That the course in arithmetic be at the same time abridged ami
enriched ; abridged by omitting entirely those subjects Avhicli perplex
and exhaust the" pupil without affording any really valuable discipline:
and enriched by a greater number of exercises iu simple calculation
and in the solutiou of concrete problems.
Anionsi; the subjects Avhich should l)e curtaikHl, or eutirely omitted,
are compouud proportiou, cube root, abstract mensuration, obsolete
denominate quantities, aud the ijreater part of commercial arithme-
tic. In such sui)jects as profit and loss, bank discount, and simple
and compound interest, examples not easily made intelligible to the
pupil should be omitted. Tlie conference at the same time insists upon
the importance of practice in (luick and accurate reckoning. The
scholar should be thoroughly trained in performing correctly and rap-
idly the four fundamental operations Avith integers, vulgar fractious
and decimals."
Our own course of arithmetic has for a number of 3-ear.s been
stripped of all that the conference deems uuadvisable and the
results are so satisfactory tliat the correctness of their conclu-
sions seems unassailed. We go further and omit one subject
that they include, the metric system, and here it seems to me
they faii to make their case. The same arguments adduced to
exclude the higher commercial arithmetic and unused denom-
inate numbers put also the metric system without the pale.
It is not practically employed till the pupil begins the study of
experimental physics, tlien under the spur of an actual neces-
sity it can be learned in a few days and learned in a vital con-
nection. Here seems to be its proper co-relation from an
economic standpoint. During the past year we have intro-
duced concrete geometry into the last three years of the gram-
mar course, allotting to it one hour per week. This seems in
exact accord with the recommendations of the conference.
The work promises well and with due attention will soon be-
come firmly established.
The Conference on Physics and Chemistry made the follow-
ing recommendations :
1. "That the study of simple, natural phenomena be Introducad
into the elementary schools, and that this study, so far as practicable,
be pursued by means of experiments carried on by the pupil; also
that in connection therewith, in the npper grades of these schools,
practice be given in the use of simple instruments for making physi-
cal measurements.
2. That, whenever this is possible, special science teachers or
superintendents be appointed to instruct the teachers of the elemen-
tary schools in methods of tcachmg natural phenomena."
The Conference on Natural History adopted, among others,
the following resolutions :
'•That the study of natural history (botany and zoology) should be-
gin in the primary schools at the l)eginning of the school course.
That no less than one hour per week, divided into at least two pe-
riods, should be devoted, throughout the whole course below the
High school, to the study of plants and animals; that in this study
no text book should be used, and that these observation lessons
should, as far as possible, be made the basis of, or correlated with,
"work in drawing, language and literature
That the study of Natui'al History in both the elementary school
and the High school, should be by direct observational studv with the
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specimens in tlio hands of each pui)il, and that in llic vvorl< I)c'.oav
the Hijih school no text l)oo]v be used."
The establishment of this woi'k lias been a matter involving
^vith us considerable time and attention. It is comparatively
easy to plan school courses on paper, hut their fruitful realiza-
tion is altoo;ether another thin?, and haste must be made
slowly and theories fitted to conditions by actual experiment.
The immediate difiiculty with the s\iccfcss of the subject of sci-
ence in the lower grades, is the fact that a majority of teachers
have received no training in these studies and are consequently
not prepared to take them up off-hand. To aid in overcoming
this condition, special outlines of small portions of the subjects
chosen have been prepared and distributed, books of refei'ence
furnished, teachers' meetings held, and assistance furnished in
any way that seemed likely to help. Our plan has been to at-
tempt but little and master tliat. In the grammar grades for
the present winter we chose some easy physical experiments to
be made illustrative and performed as a rule by the teacher,
the pupil contributing as far as possible. It was made for the
present year optional with the teachers to introduce this work,
but nearly all have done so with general results fully meeting
my expectations. The teachers of the grammar schools de-
serve hearty praise for the spirit and thoughtfulness with which
they have met this new work.
1 wish I might report that the teachers in the primai-y schools
were as fully awake to the responsibility in this line resting
upon them. The only woi'l\ here attempted, outside one in-
stance, has been in botany. A few have done well, but the
majority, in marked contrast to their general attitude, seem to
be waiting the evil day when the introduction of the science
work can be no longer postponed.
This innovation has long since passed the experimental stage
;
it has come to stay, and the teacher who wishes to keej) in touch
with the best educational thought of the time needs to be get-
ting in line.
The movement is the natural outcome of this present civ-
ilization.
To be in proper adjustment to his environment, the individual
needs to have keen understanding of ten thousand scientific
facts that fifty years ago were unknown or the exclusive prop-
erty of the savants.
The schools must rcfiect and exemplify present not past con-
ditions.
In conclusion, allow me to express my ai)preciation of your




Portsmouth, Dec. 31, 1893. Supt. of Schools-
High School Report.
To the High School Cominitiee, Portsmouth, N. H.
Gentlemen :—The following are tlie statistics of the school
for the year 1892-03.
Whole number enrolled, . . . ]C-2
Average number belonging, . . . 142
Average daily attendance, . . . loi;
Per cent, of attendance, . . . i)G
Numlier not absent, . . . 21
Instances of tardiness, .... 21.")
Whole number enrolled Sept. !»3, . . 17;>
The condition of the school on the whole seems satisfactory
and the year closed notes a marked improvement in the already
creditable tone of the school. The school is malviug an envia-
ble record in preparing for college entrance examinations.
Parents who are thinking of sending tlieir children away to be
fitted would do well to examine the standing of the graduates
of our own school in the entrance examinations and rank lists
of the various colleges. The substitution of the four years for
the three years English course has been accomplished \vith but
little friction. The coming graduation is the last from tiie
three years course. As the arrangement of courses stands at
present, it is intended tliat the value of the diplomas shall be
equal, that the amount of attention given, and the amount of
training received shall be in one course exactly the same as in
the others.
During the year a valuable piano has replaced the one worn
out by long use, and a considerable sum spent in an increase
of the physical and chemical apparatus made necessary by tiie
erection of the new laboratory.
The school is at present working up to the capacity of its ter.ch-
iug force, and if the entering class another fall should prove as
large as the last an increase would become imperative.
I call your attention to a report from the Principal of the
school, herewith presented.
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Mr. J. G. Simpson^ Sitpt. of Schools :
Dear Sir :—No very marked changes have occurred in the
work of the High School during the past year. The revised
course of study has been put into operation quite generally, and
the results seem to be satisfactory.
The class which graduated last June was a particulaily
large one for the school, and of the number, five have entered
college as follows : two at Harvard, two at Dartmouth and one
at Wellesley. One member of the next lower class passed the
Harvard preliminaries at the same time.
At the opening of the school year in September we were con-
fronted with an unusually large entering class, and because ot
existing circumstances were compelled to arrange the work in
a manner somewhat prejudicial to the best interests of the
class. These conditions still exist, while better results could
be attained if they were removed.
It has been thought by some that an undue amount of time
was given to the college preparatory work, to the detriment of
the large majority of pupils. It will be seen by reference to
the recitation card that 14 out of 125 recitations per week are
devoted to work strictly college preparatory, and the number of
pupils in that course is in practically the same proportion. The
benefits resulting from this work extend beyond those who are
receiving the immediate attention, and therefore I believe it
would be a great misfortune to curtail this branch of work in
any way.
Allusion has been made in these reports to the apparent
lack of an intelligent inteiest in the school on the part of pa-
rents and others ; while there has been an improvement in this^
respect during the past year, yet there is much to be desired
along this line.
Notice has been received that the exhibit which the school
sent to the World's Columbian Exposition, has been given an
official award.
During the year we have received as gifts from the class of
'93, a plaster bust of Columbus, and a photograph of St. Peter's
at Rome.
Very respectfully,




1st yrai\ Algebra, Latin, Ancient Histoiy, Elnglisli.
" " Botany, "
2nd year, Geometry, Ca'sar, Pljysics,
"]
Botany, P^nglisli.
" " " V or Eng.Hist., "'
3rd I/ear, Frencli, Cicero, Clieniistry, ") Med. Hist., English.
'or "
u .1 a
^ Modern " "
4th year, French, Virgil, Astronomy, English.
" " Geology, "
ENGLISH COUaSE.
lut year, Algebra, Ancient History, Civics, English.
" Botany, " "
27id year, Geometry, Botany, Physics, P^nglish.
" Eng. History, " "
Ik a a a n
3rd year, French, Med. History, ^ Review Chemistry, P>nglish.
it " " V or of " "
" Modern " ) Mathematics, "
4lh year, French, Solid Geometry, Astronomy, English,
or Advanced "
" Literature, '' •'
" Trigonometry, Geology, "
CLASSICAL (OU COLLEGE) COURSE.
1st year. Same as Latin course.
2d year, Geometry, Civsar, Greek, English.
3rd year, French, Cicero, Anabasis, Review
of
" " Hellenica, Mathematics.
4th year. Physics Virgil, Herodotus E^nglish
and " and in college
Astronomy, " Homer, Requirements.








Le Voyage de Pere Perrichon (play.)
Graziella, (Lamartine.)




Le Roi des Montagnes, (Edmond About.)
Esther, (Racine.)
Les Precieiises Ridicules.
Le Roman d'un Jeune Homme Pauvre. Sight reading, Androm-
aque.
Slng'lish Literature and Coinposition.
FIRST YEAR. (4 timcs a week.)
Bryant, Goldsmith, Gra}', Lamb.
Chittenden's ICnglish Composition.
SECOND YEAR. (3 times a week.)
Lowell, Burns, Dickens, Bacon, Emerson.
Lockwood's Lessons in English.
THIRD YEAR. (3 tiuiCS a WCCk.)
Tennyson, Browning, Shakespear, Addison, Carlyle.
Lockwood's Lessons in English, Themes.
FOURTH YEAR. (3 timcs a week.)
Chaucer, Spencer, Milton, Shakespear, Macauley.
Rhetoric, Themes.
Notes.—The successful completion of the English Course
will prepare pupils for entrance to Scientific Schools, and the
Classical Course meets the requirements of the various colleges,
but it should be borne in mind that very few pupils can com-
plete the requirements for admission to Harvard College in less
than five years.
No pupil is entitled to promotion or graduation if he has not
attained a general average of 70 per cent., and an average in
each study of 55 per cent.
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Parents who desire further information regarding choice of
studies, are requested to confer with the master before or at the
beginning of the school year.
The class of 1893 numbered thirty-three, eight in the Classi-
cal, thirteen in the Latin, and twelve in the English course.
The exercises of graduation were held in Music Hall, Fri-
da}', Jnne twenty-third. The address was given by William
A. Mowry, Ph. D.








































The requirements for admission to tlie school are a certificate
of promotion from one of the public grammar schools, or the
successful passing of an examination. This examination will
be held some time in June, 1894, the time to be advertised.
Candidates must offer the following subjects :—
Arithmetic,
Algebra to Simultaneous Equations,
Booli-keeping, by single entr}'.





The examination in English will include grammar, spelling,
and the reading of standard ?]nglish literature. Candidates for
1894 will offer Lady of the Lake and Ivanhoe, Irving's Sketch
Book, Longfellow's Evangeline, Whittier's Snow Bound. An
acquaintance with drawing and music as conducted in the gram-
mar schools is recommended, in order that these studies may
be successfully prosecuted in course.
Respectfully submitted,
J. C. SIMPSON.
Portsmouth, Dec. 31, 1893. Superintendent.
Report of the Director of Music.
To Mr. J. C. Simpson, Supt. of Schools:—
The condition of our schools in music is along llie line of ad-
vancement, both in quality, and work accomplished.
The same principle has been followed the present year as
formerly, and with better results than ever before.
The introduction of the bass clef one year earlier than for-
merly is an improvement, by getting the boys familiar with
work better fitting them for the higher readers to be used in the
upper Grammar schools. It gives them a new study and they
gain a larger, broader knowledge of music away from the read-
ers.
The teachers have followed out the plan in a way truly grati-
fying to all, and especially so in the training school has very
good work been accomplished by the young ladies who have
been i)upils in our schools, and have had a chance to see some
of the ways used to develop the child's mind in music. I have
advanced some new things in the matter of keys to be used,
having in view each individual class, and have been supported
fully by all the teachers.
We have held to the note reading plan, believing it to be the
best way to gain independence in thought, and to do new work
at sight.
In the lower grades more dictation, both in sounds and tune
has been given, before any representation is shown.
A short dictation helps fix the various sounds in the mind,
then the note is shown representing the sound already given,
and small children soon learn to read notes, as the effect is the
same in all keys.
More visits from school officers and parents would be helpful
I am sure, and I earnestly desire it. Come in and see what we
are endeavoring to accomplish, and you will be very welcome
with any good suggestions you may have, to help us in this
pleasant work.
Sympathy is needed in the work of singing ; we must have it
to gain the best results. How can w^e better do it than by
showing by our presence our interest in the work.
u
I should be pleased to show to any one the principle nsed in
our schools in music either in the class or out.
A growing interest is manifest from the fact of several having
been engaged to assist in choirs and other organizations in the
city, and I liear nothing but the best rei)orts from all.
We shall endeavor to do our best in the future as we have in
the past, and with your full sui)port can look with pleasure on
the music iu the schools in Portsmouth.





Report of the Teacher of Sewing.
To Mr. J. C. Simpson, Supt. of ScJtools:—
The course of sewing in the schools begins in the fourth
grade and extends through the fifth and sixth grades. In the
first place the pupils are taught to baste their work, then to
oversew, hem, stitch, etc., finishing with learning to make but-
tonholes. The pupils are expected to bring their work from
home, as they naturally feel more interest in making articles
which they afterward possess. No fancy work is allowed, it
being thought better to confine the teaching to useful things,
such as pillow slips, napkins, aprons, underclothing, etc. One
hour a week is the time allotted to each class, and during that
hour, the work of each pupil is brought several times under the
personal supervision of the teacher. The progress of the pu-
pils in this branch has been shown several times within a few
vears, in the public exhibitions. It is believed that by this
nieihod many children, all over the city, get a knowledge of
sewing and of putting articles of clothing together which they




Statistics for School Year 1892-9^
Number of children in the cit\- May 1, between the
ages of five and fifteen 1526
Boys 760
Girls 766
Length of school year in weeks 38
Whole number different pupils registered 1438
Average number belonging to schools 1111
Average daily attendance 998
Average daily absence 113
Percentage of daily attendance 90
Number of pupils not absent 65
Number of visits by superintendent 480
Number of visits by committee 29
Number of visits by citizens 1828
Whole number of pupils exclusive of those w!;o had
been previously registered in some other school 1350
Boys G77
Girls 683
Number of pupils under five years of age 13
" " over fifteen years of age 174
**• " between five and fifteen 1181
'' under six years of age 116
'• " over sixteen years of age 9^
" '' between six and sixteen 1155
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OUTLINE OF WORK, 1894-95.
I.aiiffuagre.
FIKST YEAR. FIIJST HALF.
Conversational exercises— [Miss Badlam's Suggestive Les-
sons, pp. 7-32.]
Read from blackboard, [script ;] from Appleton's and But-
ler's charts, and two primers, (first half.)
Copy words and sentences from reading lessons.
Phonic drill daily.
Use as guide Miss Badlam's Suggestive Lessons in Reading.
SECOND HALF.
Read six or more Primers and several First Readers.
Memory gems from Nursery Classics and other sources.
Dictation.
Capitals, periods, question marks.
Wiite simple letteis.
Story telling and reproduction, [Suggestive Lessons, p. 40.]
Phonics daily.
SECOND YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read five or six First
Readers, and two or more Second Readers at sight. Silent
Reading.
Memory gems.
Spelling— [written,] words from all lessons.




Stories from pictures, oral and written.
SECOND HALF.
Drill book—Franklin Second Reader. Read several Second
Readers at sight. Silent reading.
Continue in other lines the work of first half year.
THIRD YEAR.
Drill book. Franklin Third Reader. Read several Second
and Third Readers at sight. Silent reading.
Memory gems.
Spelling, oral and w^ritten, from all lessons.
Phonics daily.
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Miss Hyde's Practical Lessons in Use of English, Book I,
Part I, also Suggestive Lessons, Appendix.
Written stories and reproductions. Scudder's Fables and
Folk Stories. Andersen's Fairy Tales.
FOURTH YEAR.
Drill book—Franklin Third Reader. Sight and silent read-
ing.
Snpplementary reading—^-Esop's Fables, Hawthorne's Bio-
graphical Stories, Miss Andrews' Seven Little Sisters, Each
and All, Stories of Child Life, King's Home and School.
Spelling as before.
Phonics.
Use Practical Lessons, Book I, Part II.
FIFTH YFAR.
Reading—Franklin Fonrth Reader. Hawthorn's Wonder
Book, De Foe's Robinson Crusoe, Longfellow's Shorter Poems,
[Leaflets,] Stories from American History. Eggleston's Pri-
mary History of U. S. Seaside and Wayside, No. 3. Miss
Hall's Our World. Much silent reading.
Phonics daily.
Memory's gems. Metcalfs Language Exercises, Part I.
Spelling from all lessons, oral and written.
SIXTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fourth Reader. Sight and sile)d reading
daily. Hawthorne's Grandfather's Chair. Kingsley's Water
Babies. Burroughs' Birds and Bees. Longfellow's Shorter
Poems and Hiawatha, Higginson's Young Folks' History of
U. S.
Phonics daily.
Spelling from all lessons, oral and written.
Declamation once a month.
Metcalf's Langnage Exercises, Parts II and III.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Reading—Franklin Fifth Reader. Hawthorne's Twice Told
Tales, etc. Franklin's Autobiography, Whittier's Snow Bound,
Among the Hills, and Tent on the Beach. Kingsley's Greek
Heroes.
Spelling as before.
Declamation once a month.
Grammar—Teach to recognize the parts of speech.




Reading—Franklin Fifth Reader. living's Sketch Book,
Longfellovv's Evangeline and Miles Standish, Church's Stories
of the Old World. Spelling, oral and written.
Phonics daily.
Declamation once a month.
JCssays twice each term. Four abstracts of books read at
home.





Read Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake. Life of Scott.
Spelling, both oral and written.
Phonics daily.
Declamation once a month.
Composition, as for eighth year.
Grammar—Analysis ; verbs.
3Iatheiujitics.
FIRST YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Numbers to 5, objectively, [without figures.] Use Weut-
worth and Reed as a guide.
SECOND HALF.
Numbers to 10, objectively ; teach figures ; counting objects
to 50 ; use Wentworth and Reed, also Numbers Illustrated.
Roman Numerals to XII—Teach time by the clock.
SECOND YEAR.
Numbers to 20. Signs of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division. Halves, fourths, thirds and sixths. Pint,
quart, gallon. U. S. Money. Pound, ounce, peck, bushel,
Building tables. Time by the clock. Roman Notation to XX.
THIRD YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Add, subtract, multiply and divide by 100. Numeration
and Natation to 1000. Yard, foot, inch. Teach fifths and
eighths. U. S. Money. Give much mental work. LFirst
Lessons in Numbers.]
SECOND HALF.
Add, subtract, multiply and divide (divisors to 12) to 1000-
Roman Notation to M. U. S. Money. Mental work.
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FOURTH TEAR.
Fundamental processes to 1,000,000. Tenths and hun-
dredths. Teach the principal weights and measures. Mental
Arithmetic.
Addition and subtraction of small fractions, objectively. U.
S. Money. Bills. (Brief Course Arithmetic.)
FIFTH YEAR.
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, thor-
oughly reviewed. Common weights and measures. Simple
fractions to twelfths and thousandths (all the processes.)
Weights and measures. U.S. money. Bills. Mental work.
(Brief Course Arithmetic.)
SIXTH YEAR.
Common and decimal fractions {siimdtaneously .) Bills.
Factors and Multiples.
Weights and measures completed [Measurements pp. 121-
166, omitting Metric System.]
SEVENTH YEAR.
Compound Numbers. Practical work in long, square and
cubic measures, and in avoirdupois weight.
Percentage [with and without the elements of time.] Method
of Interest, page 187. [Complete Arithmetic]
Geometrical Problems.
EIGHTH YEAR.





Review Arithmetic. Principles, definitions.
Geometrical Problems.
Geogrraphy.
THIRD YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Home Geography. School surroundings; direction; points




Climate. Soils. Productions. Grand divisions of land and
water. Teacli meaning of maps and globes.
FOURTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Review work of third year. People, including government,
religion, etc. Geography of Portsmouth. New Hampshire.
United States in general and special study of New England.
Use maps and globes. Read Miss Andrews' Seven Little Sis-
ters, and Each and All. King's Home and School.
SECOND HALF.
The rest of North America. South America.
FIFTH YEAR. FIRST HA^LF.
Primary Geography as a text book. Review N. and S.
America by topics. Europe. Map drawing by tracing. Ge-
ographical Readers. Miss Hall's Our World.
SECOND HALF.
Asia. Africa. Australia by topics. Maps. Geographical
Readers.
SIXTH YEAR. FIRRT HALF.
Grammar School Geography. United Slates and the rest of
North America. Special study of N. H. and New England.
Map drawing.
SECOND HALF.
South America. Great Britain. Use Geographical Readers.
Map drawing.
SEVENTH YEAR. FIRST HALF.
Europe. Asia. Map draioing.
SECOND HALF.
Africa. Australia and Pacific Islands. New Hampshire
and New England. Map drawing.
EIGHTH YEAR.







Stories of local lustorv. Stor}- of Our Country, as supple-
mentary reading.
SIXTH YEAR.
Read Grandfather's Chair. Local history. Stories from
English and American History. Read Higginson's or Mont-
gomery's Beginner's History of United States.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Read Dickens' Child's Historyof England. Discuss events
that had a particular bearing on our own history.
EIGHTH YEAR.
American History by topics to 1789.
NINTH YEAR.
American History since 1789. Constitution U. S. State and
city <«'Overnment. Read Miss Dawes' Ho\i) We are Governed.
Physiolog-y and Hyg-iene.—Primary.





ParU of Bodtj. 1. Head, neck, body or trunk. 2.
Arms, right, left. 3. Legs, right, left. 4. Limbs. 5. Posi-
tion of the body compared with that of common animals. G.
Arms, wings and fore legs.
II.
—
Parts of the Head.' 1. Crown, back and side. 2. Hair,
combing and brushing. 3. Face, complexion, and washing the
face. 4. Ears, right and left.
III.
—
Parts of the Face. 1. Forehead, temples, cheeks, chin,
lips. 2. Eyes, eyebrows, eyelashes, eyelids. 3. Nose, nos-
trils, bridge "of nose. 4. Mouth, teeth, tongue ; cleaning the
teeth.
IV. Neck. 1. Throat and back of neck. Protection and
cleanliness.
V. Parts of the BodI/. 1. Hack, chest, stomach. 2. Shoul-
ders, sides, hips.
VL Arms. 1. Movements. 2. Joints, shoulders, elbows
and wrists. 3. Upper arm, forearm, wrist.
VIL— Ifavd. 1. Back, palm, thumb and fingers. 2. Joints.
lists, knuckles. 3. Forefingei', middle, ring and little fingers.
SI
thumb. 4. Motions, strength and use. 5. Nails and their
uses. 6. Cleanliness ; paring and biting.
VIII.
—
Legs. 1. Motions, proper walking, hip, knee and
ankle joints. 2. Thigh, shin, calf, foot.
IX.
—
Fed. 1. Sole, instep, heel, ball, arch. 2. Tight and





Eye and Sight. 1. Color of the eyes. 2. White of eye,
iris, pupil. 3. Change in pupil for light. 4. Bony socket and
eyeball. 5. Eyelids, lashes, brows, winking and tears. 6. Too
little and too much light ; reading at twilight. 7. Holding work
too near, looking cross-eyed, and cleanliness.
XI. Ear and Hearing. 1. Sounds known by the ear ; trans-
mitted byithe air and by solids. 2. Direction, pitch and qual-
ity of sounds. 3. Shape of the ear, internal ear, cleanliness of
ear. 4. Care of ear; cold draughts, pulling and shouting into.
5. Listening attentively and eaves-dropping.
XII.
—
Nose and Smell. 1. Odors; pungent, aromatic, spicy,
etc. 2. Use of smells, determining good food, pure air, etc.
3. Scent in animals compared with smell in man. 4. Colds,
draughts, ventilation, cleanliness, etc.
XIII.— Tongue and Taste. 1. Tongue and saliva. 2. Kinds
of flavors ; bitter, sweet, astringent, etc. 3. Chewing gum, to-
bacco, etc. 4. Hot and strong drinks. 5. Thirst and proper
time to drink.
XIV. Touch. 1. Use of fingers and delicacy of touch. 2.
Rough, smooth, etc. ; cold, hot, etc. ; shape, size, etc. 3.
Cleanliness, blisters, callouses, etc.
FOURTH YEAR.
XV. Teeth. 1. Enamel, crown, root. 2. Cutting teeth,
eye-teeth and double teeth. 3. Two sets, shedding, number.
4. Cleansing, how and how often. 5. Effects of hot drinks,
candy, pickles, biting hard substances, etc.
XVI. Skeleton. 1. Skull, spine, ribs, etc. 2. Strncture
of bones, hollow and light. 3. Kinds of joints, why joints
move easily ; danger from pulling.
XVII.
—
Muscles. 1. Appearance; lean meat. 2. Attach-
ment to bones. 3. Action of muscles. 4. Exercise, proper
kinds of play, work and rest.
XVIII.
—
Skin. 1. Elasticity, pores, perspiration. 2. Cold
draughts, proper clothing. 3. Cleanliness, bathing, dandruff,
etc.
XIX.— Circulation. 1. Where the blood is, uses of the
blood and heart, and the pulse. 2. Arteries, veins. 3. Tight




Bespiraiion. 1. Pure and impure blood, windpipe and
lungs, bow to breatbe. 2. Pure air and how to get it. 3.




Digestion. 1. Use of teeth and saliva, eating slowl}',
drinking when eating. 2. Proper kinds of food and drinii ;
tea, candy, pickles, etc. 3. Regular and late meals, chewing
gum, etc.
FIFTH YEAR.
Digestion. Anatomy, physiology and hygiene of the diges-
tive organs. F'oods. Effects of Alcohol. Circulation, Anat-
omy of the organs. Physiology and hygiene.
SIXTH YEAR.
Review ivork of Grade 5. Respiration, Anatomy, physiology
and hygiene. Respiration in aquatic animals. Dress. Ven-
tilation. Disinfection. Nervous system. Stimulants and
narcotics.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Review. Special study of the eye and the senses of hearing,
smelling and tasting.
EIGHTH YEAR.
Review. The Skin. Bathing. Clothiug. Bones and mus-
cles. Exercise.
NINTH YEAR.
Review of the whole subject with text books. Emergencies.
MUSIC.
[Prepared by George D. Whittier.]
FIRST YEAR.
Study of scale as a whole, parts in relation to the whole,
parts in relation to each other. Sounds from dictation, easy
skips on modulator. Rote songs from First Reader.
SECOND YEAR.
A daily drill on modulator in all keys. Singing exercises
using vowels. Learn pictures of keys. Chart No. 1. Learn
pitch names on staff. Rote songs reviewed often.
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THIRD YEAR.
Begiu First Reader. Two part singing from scale ladder.
All exercises to be vocalized with different vowels. Chromatic
scale.
FOURTH YEAR.
Writing exercises in different keys from dictation. A thor-
ough study of time. Two part singing from Second Reader.
FIFTH YEAR.
Second Reader, part first reviewed, used in connection with
part second. Chart No. 2. Different forms of Minor scale to
be sung from dictation. A thorough drill on Chromatic scale,
using vowels. Stud}^ bass clef, last part of Second Reader and
on Chart No. 2.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH YEARS.
Second Chart with Second Reader, using bass clef. Singing
from sight in three parts.
EIGHTH AND NINTH YEARS.
Third Reader, part first. Review Chart No. 2. Sight read-
ing. Third Reader, part second. Four part songs. A careful
review is often given in this grade to establish the object of the
Third Reader, viz : transition. The voices are selected for the




NAME. SCHOOL. GRADE. KKSIUENCE.
Akeiiijiui, Olive A Whipple IX (H^ Highland street
Boylston, Fannie D Higli Assistant 37 Cabot
Brown, Wendell i' Haven VJH, IX 5 Melcher
Clark, Irene O Whipple V 42 State
Davidson, Annie I* Spalding.. I, IV •>-2 Cass
Drake, Susan F Lafayette I, Vil Banfleld road..
Fai-rington, Mabel E Whii)ple IV 31 Cabot street
Karrlngton, Martha J'lains I. \'II 31 Cabot
Hani, Florence A Fanagut Training I'rln.. 70 Maplewood ave
Hutton, Hannah A Drawing IH Court street
Jarvis, Maria B Whipple 1 GO Islington
Kelly, Jolin W Whi])pli- VllI, IX tj5 Coun
Knox, Carrie W Haven II 3 Jefferson
Lanii)rey, Annie L VVoodl)urv I, VII Newingt'ii load
Langhton, Margaret.! Haven VI, VII IS Gates street....
Magi-aw, Emma J. W High Assistant 23 Riehards ave...
Mathes, Frances A High ... Assistant 1 Rock street
Montgomery, John S reniuaiiship 10 Cabot
Morrison. Annie L Farragu' VI 18 Austin
Mc Donough , Elizabeth E . .Wh
i
ppl e Ill .i3 Court
Newton, Aliee.T Franklin Ill, IV 32 Dennett
Newton, Ellen A Whipple IH 22 Dennett
Pickering, Lura H bairagut VII 132 State
Fierce, Nellie F Farragut... . VllI, IX 37 Cabot
Piper, Idella M Franklin 1,11 15 Maplewood ave
Prescott, Mary E Whipple II ti Sheafe street. .
Reniiek, Harriet M Sewing 1 Summer
Riley, Emma F HaVen IV G Rogers
Rothwell, Jlatilda F Haven V 15 South
Simpson, .lames C Superintend'nt. 13-2 State
Sanderson, Florence E Haven Ill 25 Richards ave. ..
Seavey, Ella M Whipple VII 3 Lincoln ave
Shackley, Ida E Whipple \I 70 Islington street
Sweetser, Mvra Fiuragut V 17 Cabot
Upton, Irving H High Principal 3 Rock
AVoodside ( alviu E High Assistant 56 Congress
WheatMn, A. (iertrudc Haven 1 1 Atkinson
AVhitticr, George D Music 31 South
TRAINING SCHOOL.
FLORENCE A. HAM Principal.
SENIOR CLASS.
Tebbetts, Imogene Cor. Broad & Highland streets
MIDDLE CLASS.
Briant, Lilla 27 Richards avenue
Gray, Ethel G 11 Gates street
Martin, Bertha F 3 Newcastle avenue
.JUNIOR CLASS.
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